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May we continue to prayfor the
438th Military Police company
and theirfamilies during their time ofservice.
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Lake weeds
are doubleedged sword
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP)
eries biologist. "TVA used to do
Kentucky Lake again is growing a survey of it, and last year
it
weedy, a cause for celebration was estimated to be about 4.500
or consternation, depending acres.
upon one's perspective.
'There hasn't been a survey
Multiple species of aquatic this year, but I think the acreage
vegetation are growing in bays has gone up since last
year.
and, ir some cases, on fiats and We've definitely seen
an
ridges on the main body of the increase.'
lake. They are seen toward the
The late '80s weed boom was
reservoir's northern end but primanly in the form of
an invagrow more plentiful to the sive species. Eurasian
water
south, especially into Tennessee milfoil, along with another,
a
reaches.
naiad.
Rooted in the bottom, many
"Nowadays, coontatl is prepatches of greenery reach dominant, and there's a
lot of
toward or to the surface in only spinyleaf naiad and curlyleaf
thigh-deep water, but in many pondweed," Rister said.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
"Plus SIGNS OF THE 'TIMES: Crews Iron) Murray Electnc System began
installing new street signs this (Monday) morning along
instance the plants stretch there's some chara.
milfoil and
South 12th Street. The signs will be erected at such intersec
tions at Sycamore, Poplar, Olive, Main. Chestnut and Ky. 121,
toward the surface in locations even some hydrilla
with a big
it
was reported. The large green signs measure 7 feet-by-1
that are 8 to 10 feet deep or bed near Fenton and,
1/2
feet. The Glendale intersection was the first to receive the
I hear, a
new
signs
and
the
other intersections should be completed today
more.
bunch of it clown around Paris
Following a series of Landing (Tenn.)"
droughty years that saw the
Recreational anglers are
waters clear and increased light practically giddy over the
resurpenetration
stimulate
the gence of the vegetation. The
growth, the TVA reservoir proliferation of greenery
in the
Staff Report
became especially weedy for the late 'SOs triggered an explosio
need.
munities throughout the First Congressional
n
The Murray Fire Department has been
first time in the late 1980s.
in the lake's bass fishery. In
"Every little bit we get District and I am happy to do all that
I can
awarded
a
grant
from the U.S. Department
"Looking way back, we esti- addition. the clearer water
helps us," he said. "When to give them the resources they need
and
to keep
of Homeland Security Federal Emergency
mated about 7,000 acres in veg- vegetation apparently spurred
we
get
a (grant) we're like our communities safe."
a
Management Agency for a
itation near its peak in 1987," takeoff in the red-eared
a kid with a new toy."
sunfish
The grant money can be used for trainburn trailer, which will
said Paul Rister, Kentucky and black crappie populati
Skinner said the trailer ing, equipment, personal protectiv
ons,
e equipprovide
Department of Fish and Wildlife
opportunities of 1
.
0
.1 will be the only one in the ment, wellness and fitness
and health and
training for fire department
Resources western district fisharea and he expects other safety modifications to stations
and faciliII See Page 2A
staff members.
fire departments to use it.
ties, the press release said.
First District U.S. Rep.
•f•
The gra,,
- request was
The award comes as part of the Fiscal
Ed
Whitfield, R-Ky.. Skinner
submitted last year along Year 2008 Assistance to Firefight
ers Grant
announced that the fire
with a request for a new ( AFG) Program. These grants
aim to
department
had
been pumper. Skinner said he hasn't re,Tived any enhance first
responders' ability to protect
awarded the $82,247 grant. news on that grant yet.
the health and safety of the public with
According to Murray
"I am pleased that the Murray Fire respect to fire-relat
ed hazards.
Whitfield
Fire
Chief
Michael Department has been awarded these funds to
Since 2064. AFG has provided a total of
Skinner, the burn trailer help them better serve the citizens
of almost $2.75 billion to first-responder
will be used to set up layouts of live burns as Murray-Calloway County,"
said Whitfield organizations to purchase response equipa simulator for firefighters The trailer can in a released statemen
t "Local fire depart- ment, personal protective equipmen
t, and
be mobile or stationary depending on the ments serve an importan
t role in rural com- vehicles.

Murray Fire Department gets grant

Damage
closes
county
bridge
Staff Report
The
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet
closed a bridge on Ky.
I 207/Boydsville-Story
Chapel Road, just east of
the Calloway-Graves county line. Fnday afternoon.
The Sandy Fork Creek
Bridge was closed due to a
substructure/timber piling
failure, according to a Kit
AP
The propeller and lower unit of a boat's outboard engine car- release. The problem was
ties a tangle of pondweed picked up in a shallow cove on discovered by an inspector
making a regularly schedKentucky Lake near Gilbertsville.
uled check of the bridge.
The damage is believed
to have been caused by
WEATHER
overweight vehicles crossTONIGHT
TWO SECTIONS
ing the bridge.
Clear
12 PAGES
The bridge will remain
closed while engineers
38 Classifieds
develop a repair plan. the
6A Community
Cabinet
reported.
Engineers were scheduled
7A
'aeniCS
TUESDAY
to be on site today
-:=Emammoga
Mostly
(Monday) to discuss repair
SA Obituaries
Sunny
options.
lB
Spotts
There will be no marked
detour.
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CHRIS WOODALL/

ledger & Times
GETTING A TASTE OF MURRAY: Murray State University
students began returning to campus
this past weekend in preparation for the Fall 2008 semester. Above,
Murray Ledger & Times sales
representative Vannessa Higgins (nght) helps two MSU student
s sign up for drawings for a mancur/pedicure from Spa La Vie, an auto repair kit from Murray
Supply and a college survival basket during A Taste of Murray Saturday night at the Regiona
l Special Events Center
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PoliceLogs
Murray Police Department
-Criminal mischiet to a vehicle was reported Thursday at 8.02
m at 1711 Brooklyn Drive.
-A theft was reported at 1702 Brooklyn Drive at 8 14 a m
-Fraud was reported at 9'07 a m
-A theft from an apartment was reported to tne police department at 401 p.m.
-A structure fire was reported at 1407 N. 4th Street at 9.21 p.m
-Cnminal mischief was reported at 519 S. 11th St. 5.38 am The
caller reported tires had been slashed twice in two weeks
-Criminal mischief was reported at Auto Zone Friday at 6.45 am
-Criminal mischief was reported at 1501 Beckett Drive Saturday
at 10.11 pm
Murray State University Police Department
-A residential college director reported someone had dumped a
gnI1 in front of the 600 block of College Courts Wednesday at
9:29 p m
The charcoal was put out by the Murray Fire
Department No damage to the university was reported.
-Lametre 0 Riley of Pnnceton. no age listed, was arrested for
possession of a controlled substance Thursday at 12:52 a.m in
the Ryan lot.
Kentucky State Police
-Joseph Murphy, 48, of Murray was traveling west on Ky 94
approximately one mile west of Lynnville Fnday 10:59 a.m. in a
2000 Freightliner hauling three 15,000 pound aluminum coils
when he dropped oft the right shoulder of the roadway. Murphy's
load shifted and caused him to lose control of the vehicle and
overturn. Murphy was not wearing a seatbelt. He was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital where he was treated
and released. Ky. 94 was closed for approximately six hours
while workers cleared the roadway. KSP was assisted on the
scene by the Kentucky Vehicle Enforcement, Kentucky
Department of Highways, Mayfield/Graves County EMS and the
Cuba Fire Department. The investigation is continuing by Tpr.
Joe Gregory.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from vanous agencies.

T.S. Fay moves in on Fla. Keys
KEA %EST, Fla. (AP) —
Key West stores were shuttered
and crews cleared sidewalks in
some areas of newspaper boxes
that could become airborne in
high winds as Tropical Storm
Fay headed for Honda after
claiming as many as 35 lives in
the Caribbean.
Tourists were urged to evacuate but many bars and restaurants remained open. even if
crowds were considerably thinner than typical for this time of
year. At the Stuffed Pig restaurant in Marathon, about a dozen
locals had breakfast Monday
morning, not worried but prepared for the storm.
"We always prepare, we
don't take it lightly," owner
Michael Cinque said. "We
might roll down the shutters. We
got built-in generators."
Fay, the sixth named storm of
the 2.(()8 Atlantic season, left at
least five people dead in Haiti
and the Dominican Republic. A
Haitian lawmaker said another
30 people may have died in a
bus crash blamed on the storm.
Forecasters said Fay is
expected to near hurricane
strength, which starts at windspeeds of 74 mph, when it
reaches the Keys later Monday.
Aside from wind damage, most
of the islands sit at sea level and
could face some limited flooding from Fay's storm surge.
The exact track is not clear
but the stomi is expected to hit
the Keys and then the western
coast of Florida, forecasters
said.
Anywhere from 4 to 10 inches of rain are possible, so flood-

TownCrier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Board of Directors is schediled to meet at 7 tonight
1..Monday) in the Chamber of
Commerce conference room.
On the agenda for the meetrig is consideration of various reports and a presentation by a representative of
Pepsi Inc.
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court is scheduled to
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
district courtroom of the
Calloway County
Judicial
Building.
Agenda
items
include a budget amendment
for an EDC grant, a lease
agreement for the judicial
building, a franchise agreement with West Kentucky
Telephone, a grant agreement for a spay/neuter program, property tax rates and
amending the jail policy.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

AP

Benjamin, right, and Alfredo, left, both workers asked to use their first names only, install hurricane shutters at a local supermarket in Marathon Key, Fla., Sunday in preparation for
Tropical Storm Fay, which forecasters said could strengthen to a hurricane.
ing is a threat even far from
where the center comes ashore.
said Stacy Stewart, a senior hurricane specialist at the National
Hurricane Center.
"We don't want people to
focus on the exact track. This is
a broad, really diffuse storm. All
the Florida Keys and all the
Florida peninsula are going to
feel the effects of this storm, no
matter where the center makes
landfall," he said. "We don't
want people to downplay this."
Traffic leaving Key West and
the Lower Keys Sunday night
and Monday morning remained
light but steady.
Authorities said traffic was
heavier in the Upper Keys,
where the 110-mile, mostly twolane highway that runs through
the island chain meets the mainland. The Florida Highway
Patrol sent in extra troopers to
help and tolls were suspended
on parts of the northbound turnpike.
Key
West International
Airport planned to suspend
operations at 10 a.m. Monday.
Greyhound said one bus was set
to leave Key West Monday
morning with some seats still
available.
A hurricane watch was in
effect for most of the Keys and
along Florida's west coast.
Early Monday, a tropical
storm warning was issued for
Florida's east coast from
Sebastian Inlet southward and
along Florida's west coast from
Bonita
Beach
southward.

including Lake Okeechobee.
A tropical storm warning
also remained in effect for the
entire Florida Keys. A watch
means those conditions might
occur within 36 hours. A warning means those conditions are
expected within 24 hours.
Officials in the Keys and
elsewhere opened shelters and
encouraged or ordered people
living in low-lying areas and on
boats to evacuate. Schools in the
Keys were to be closed Monday
and Tuesday.
At 8 a.m. EDT Monday, the
storm's center was located over
western Cuba and about 100
miles south-southeast of Key
West and was moving toward
the north-northwest near 12
mph.
Maximum sustained wind
speeds were near 60 mph with
higher gusts.
Residents on Florida's Gulf
coast were told to make preparations as forecasters said Fay
could approach that area
Tuesday as a Category 1 storm.
with winds from 74 to 95 mph.
Republican presidential candidate John McCain canceled a
Monday fundraiser in Miami as
a precaution, but he was still
expected to speak at the
Veterans of Foreign Wars
national convention in Orlando.
His presumptive Democratic
opponent Barack Obama canceled events Sunday in Fort
Myers, Clearwater and Tampa.
He is scheduled to speak at the
VFW on Tuesday.

Storm lashes Cuba
Tropcal Storm Fay crossed central
Cuba early Monday. and was
expected to pass near the Fonda
Keys later !n the clay
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Florida Gov, Charlie Crist
declared a state of emergency
Saturday as an emergency operations center opened in
Tallahassee.
Key West was last seriously
affected by a hurricane in 2005.
when Category 3 Wilma sped
past. The town escaped widespread wind damage, but a
storm surge flooded hundreds of
homes and some businesses.
The deadliest- storm to hit the
island was a Category 4 hurricane in 1919 that killed up to
900 people, many of them off
shore on ships that sank.

•Lake weeds.
HOLLY WISEtedger and Times

MOVIN' ON IN: Joy Murrell watches as her daughter, freshman Chelsea Murrell of Madisonville, sign into Elizabeth
College Saturday during move-in day. According to the
Murray State University housing department approximately
2,537 students moved in from Wednesday to Sunday.
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Correction
A last name was incorrectly
spelled in Saturday's first
Murray State president's house
article. Ashcraft is the correct
spelling, not Ashcroft.
A
reporter erred.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.
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From Front

of the vegetation can be seen at ularly those with no concern for
bass tournaments: As weeds the fishing, aren't so enthralled
and it seemed to boost the size grew, so have winning weights.
with the vegetation. Weeds can
of adult bluegill.
"A while back, people were impede boat traffic and swim"From our perspective of winning tournaments with (fiveming.
producing fish, the weeds are a fish) limits weighing 15 or 16
"It affects our beach." said
good thing," Rister said. "The pounds, then it got to where you
Margie Norman. owner of Cozy
weeds support a lot of bugs liv- needed about 17 pounds,"
Cove Waterfront Resort along
ing in them and little fish show Hairgrove said. "Now in almost
Marshall County's western
up to eat them, and those attract all tournaments it's taking
more Kentucky Lake shore. "Nobody
bigger fish. It's a food chain than 20 pounds to win because wants
to swim in seaweed.
thing. It creates lots of new everybody is catching more."
"Around our docks it's not so
habitat."
Word spreads that the lake's bad, but with the weeds growing
Rister said research shows fishing is especially hot, and and
the water level coming
booming year classes of young anglers travel to and vacation down,
it may knock out the use
bass in Kentucky Lake.
with their families accordingly, of our open boat slips by
"The grass just gives more he added.
September," Norman said.
places for fish to hide," said
"There may be some that
Norman appreciates what the
Marshall County's Rodney worry that the grass is going to vegetation
does for the fishery',
Hairgrove, a Kentucky Lake make it hard to fish, but every- but
she recoils at the thought of
fishing guide. 'It lets more little body that comes here to fish runaway
weed beds that might
bass get started and ends up pro- leaves knowing that its a posi- make
some of her lakeside facilducing more bigger fish."
tive thing."
ities unusable.
Hairgrove said the influence
All regular lake users, partic"The bottom line is we need
someone who can take responsibility," Norman said. "We need
someone — not to eliminate the
weeds, because they're good for
the fishing — but who can keep
lake accesses, boat docks and

'
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swimming areas open."
For problem areas of weeds
snarling boat docks or ramps or
infesting private swimming
areas, no agency claims a role in
spot eradication. The ball is then
left on the court of the property
owner who has such issues.
TVA spokeswoman Barbara
Martocci said the recommended
option is to cont,ct a state
Department of Agriculture ti
obtain
information
about
licensed pesticide applicators.
Gay Brewer, supervisor of
the Paducah regional office for
the Kentucky Division of Water,
said property owners with
aquatic vegetation problems
should contact a licensed applicator and not treat weeds themselves.
"You really need to be aware
of restrictions on the pesticide.
use, and licensed applicators are:
trained for that." Brewer said.
"You really want to think twice
about pumping poisons into the
lake."
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Come join us in the morning for
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Mining jobs draw hundreds to region

AP

LII hur-in 1o,
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HENDERSON. Ky.(AN
New mining jobs in western
Kentucky are attracting hundreds of workers to Union
County.
Alliance Resource Partners
L.P. of Tulsa, which owns the
River
View
mine
near
Uniontown, said it expects to
develop an underground mining
complex with up to eight continuous mining units that would
produce up to ei 4 million tons of
coal a year.
The company sass about NIO
people will work at the underground mine.
Last week, hundreds formed
a long line that snaked down a
hallway, around a lobby and
outside the Sullivan Tech Center
at
Henderson
Community
College. Officials estimated the
number of applicants reached
800.
Applicants from Henderson.
Union and Webster counties
made up the majority But there
were also people from Daviess.
McLean. Crittenden, Hopkins
and Ohio counties as well as
from southern Indiana and
southern Illinois. Some of the
applicants have never been in a
mine.
Many were employees at

Rayloc. the Morganfield auto
parts plant that is halting operations in October and laying off
421 people plus some temporary
workers.
One of them. Benny Gnggs
of Sturgis. has been an assistant
supervisor at Rayloi. for nearly
23 years.
"I never even considered
being a coal miner.- Griggs
said. "But I'm here to take a
look and see what they've got."
Starting wages at the muse
will be $I 7 per hour with a possibility of increasing to $.23
within nine months, according
to Heath Lovell, general manager of the River View Mine near
Uniontown.
Thirty-two-year-old Craig
Vowels of Henderson. who
works both as a landscaper and
at Act.uride Corp.. said he was
looking for "better opportunity."
"The job market 'round here
is not too good.- he said. A job
at a big new coal mine might
otter "a little more stability."
Alliance anticipates spending
AP
$250 million to $275 million to
Careo Finn, from Newburgh. Ind.. finally reaches the table
develop the mine between now
where Pam Buchanan from the HCC Adult Learning Center in
and 2010. A tax incentive bill
Henderson, Ky. was giving out application forms as 800 iob
passed in 2007 helped the coun- seekers turned out at a job fair, for
Alliance Resource
ty lure the company into open- Partners, hoping to be among the 600
peopie who will evening the mine.
tually work at a new underground coal mine in Union County.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The Archdiocese of Louisville and a
priest are being sued by a Nelson County funeral home director
Ron Rust, a funeral home owner in New Haven, says a new
church policy will interfere with his business coordinating funerals
The Rev Jeffrey Leger pastor at St Catherine Church. has a new
policy that funeral directors must work with him when planning services at his church
Rust has filed a lawsuit in the Nelson Circuit Court claiming the
policy will hurt his business He s seeking monetary damages from
the priest and the archdiocese
Spokeswoman Cecelia Price says the Archdiocese of Louisville
doesn t comment on pending lawsuits

Commission to begin
designing crash memorial
LEXINGTON Ky. (AP) — With the two-year anniversary of the
Kentucky plane crash that killed 49 approaching a commission is
about to begin the design process for a monument
Over the last year the Flight 5191 Memorial Commission has
been focused on developing a mission statement and deciding the
values a memonai should embody A site for a memorial hasn't been
selected
Commission co-chairman Gerry van der Meer says the pace of
work has been dictated by the victims' families
Co-chairman Ray Garman says that instead of creating lust one
memonal. the commission is considering several smaller memorials
around Lexington
The Comair plane crashed shortly slier taking off from the wrong
runway at Blue Grass Airport on Aug 27, 2006. killing everyone but
the first officer

Jockey Club calls for study on
Kentucky Derby field

15-year-old boy killed by train
while walking on tracks
SOMERSET,(AP) — Somerset police say a 15-year-old boy was
killed this weekend after a train hit him north of a local train depot.
Police say Chnstopher Johnson of Somerset was walking on the
tracks when he was killed Saturday night Authonties have not
released the name of a second Juvenile who was walking with him ai
the time.
The second Juvenile tells police they thought the train was on a
different set of tracks.
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Funeral home director suing
Archdiocese of Louisville

LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — A Jockey Club panel will be studying
whether the number of horses allowed into the Kentucky Derby
poses a safety nsk.
The annual Run for the Roses at Churchill Downs in Louisville.
Ky. regularly draws 20 horses to the race. Typically, other races are
limited to just more than a dozen
Stuart Janney, head of the Jockey Club's Thoroughbred Safety
Committee, says the panel will be looking at the race's size
The panel was created after the death of Eignt Belles in this
year's Kentucky Derby.
The panel has also recommended, among other things. a standard nationwide system for drug testing race horses
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KentuckifinBrief

AP

CHURCH FIRES: Warren County, Ky., volunteer firefighters battle a fire at Mount Zion Church of Chnst in
Richardsville. Ky.,
Friday. The church was the oldest existing Church of Chnst structure still used for worship in Kentucky.
The Mount Zion fire
comes just two days after a fire destroyed Mount Pleasant Church of Christ in the same community.

Kentucky losing 2,800 workers to retirements
By ROGER ALFORD
as 5.000. The savings were
Associated Press Wnter
based on an expectation that at
FRANKFORT. 1S.. (APi -- least 3.418 of the retirees
More than 2.8(X) state employ- wouldn't be replaced.
ees have retired over the past
The payroll savings were part
year to take advantage of incen- of an overall plan to offset a protives aimed at tnmming some jected 59(X) million revenue
185 million from the govern- shortfall over the next two
ment payroll in Kentucky.
years. A sour economy caused
Political leaders are counting revenues to plummet. forcing
on that number growing dramat- widespread cuts in government
ically before the oiler of higher services.
monthly pension payments
State Budget Director Mary
expires on Dec 31.
Lassiter said 1.591 of the retire"With the time that's left. inents this year were from execwho knows what that number is utive branch agencies. The
going to be,- said state Sen. reminder were from a variety of
Charlie Borders. R-Grayson. other government entities.
chairman
of the
Senate including local health departAppropriations and Revenue ments. regional universities, and
Committee.
a network of community mental
In drafting the state budget health agencies.
earlier this year, legislative leadLassiter said it's impossible
ers penciled in savings from to know how many more of the
what they expected to he a flood state's 33010 workers will
of retirements, perhaps as many. retire by year's end.

"People have several months
to go before they have to make
up their minds.- she said.
Borders said retirements still
could meet the expectations of
legislative leaders.
"It's too early, in my opinion.
to have any concerns at this
point.- Borders said. "With the
time left, who knows what that
number is going to be."
The loss of some of the
state's
most
experienced
employees has some advocates
concerned.
"It has the potential for a dramatic negative effect on imple
mentation of a number of regu
latory programs." said Ton.
FitzGerald. head of the enviroli
mental
group
Kentuck‘
Resources
Council. "Thy
agency that is responsible to!
the protection of the buildin,.
blocks of our economy — our
water, air and land resources -

will have a difficult job doing
what we have assigned it to do:
lop officials in Gov. Steve
Beshear's
administration
acknowledge that the retirements are hitting some agencies
hard.
Environmental Protection
Commissioner Bruce Scott said
his agency has lost key managers and technical staffers.
And the retirements have
also generated complaints from
the private sector.

Corps approves plans for new
Reelfoot spillway
TIPTONVILLE Tenn (AT') — The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
has given Tennessee transportation officials permission to begin
building a new spillway at Reelfoot Lake.
The Commercial Appeal quoted Memphis distnct commander
Col. Thomas P. Smith as saying approval of the permit means the
state has met at requirements to go ahead with the project.
The work, which includes a new bndge to carry state Route 21, is
expected to take about nine months and TDOT officials have said in
the past it would cost about $12 million
The current spillway is 70 years old and has undergone a series
of temporary repairs to keep it intact.
It regulates the level of water in the state's largest natural lake.
which is a shallow 15,000-acre body of water on the TennesseeKentucky border near the Mississippi River
The lake is a popular fishing spot and draws many nesting pairs
of bald eagles.

Hear Today...Save,Today!
Open Fit Behind the Ear
Reg. $2,000 Sale Price $1,395
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7presidents,3wars and I owner later...
Pagliais`v is still here with

Power Digital Behind the Ear

All Day & All Night Specials for $5.00 + tax

Custom Digital In the Ear

11..m. - Closing
•Medium Spaghetti With Meat
or Marinara Sauce
•Medium Lasagna
•6" Italian Roast Beef, Poboy or
Ham and Cheese Sandwich
•Reuben Sandwich

•Any Half Wrap With Dinner
Salad
•Pagliai's Chef Salad
•Any 8" Two Topping Pizza
•House Special 8" Pizza

WEDNESDAY ONLY

Medium Spaghetti $2.97.kdd Drink for 99e
Large Spaghetti 3.96 Add Drink for 9k

Paglaut
970 Chestnut Street • Nitirra • 753-2975

Reg. $1.600 Sale Price $895

Reg $1.095 Sale Price $695
Free Hearing Test with This Coupon - Offer Expires 8/31/08
All hearing aids sold on a 30 Da "Irial Purchase
Professionals Available For You!
Call Today — 270-753-8055 or Call Toll Free 1-800-949-S728

STONE LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street - Murray. KY
"Since 1876 A Name You Can Trust"
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Town hall forum designed to gather ideas
Government should be about you
- addressing your concerns and
fears, furthering your hopes and
ideas and, most of all, helping
you improve your family's quality
of life.
Too often this hasn't been the
case. Too often Frankfort insiders
and politicians enamored with the
status quo and concerned more
about political gain than the common good have conspired to make
government an obstacle instead of
a helping hand
My administration is committed
to changing that reality, to ensuring
that your government is focused
on you and your families. Making
that happen begins by simply listening. We do enough talking in
Frankfort.
It's time we dedicate ourselves
to hearing what Kentuckians - you
- have to say.
That's why I' v e been on a tour

of Kentucky for
several weeks,
holding forums in
communities of
this state in an
effort to understand the needs
and concerns facing Kentuckians
from all walks of
Guest Voice life.
On Tuesday. I
By Gov. Steve
will be in Murray
Beshear
at Calloway
D-Ky
County High
School. The program begins at 6
p.m.. and I will be accompanied
by cabinet secretaries and top policy-makers in my administration.
During the program. you will
have an opportunity to ask me
questions and express your views.
Afterward, each of the cabinet secretaries or their representatives will

be available to answer your individual questions and listen to your
specific concerns. This is your
chance to talk one-on-one with the
top decision-makers in all areas of
state government Providing you
this access, as a citizen of Kentucky, is something I believe IS
very important.
Even in the midst of a very
challenging economy, where dollars
for new initiatives are scarce, we
are making progress. For example,
in Calloway County, we've found
funds for resurfacing of Rowlett
Trail Road, Airport Road, Green
Valley Road and Coles Campground
Road. In Murray, we've provided
funds for the expansion of Numeritex and in the city of Hazel. we've
found funding for waste water
treatment plant improvements,
sewer system testing and sewer
collection system rehabilitation.
But a.s a fellow Kentuckian, 1

know much more needs to be done
- and that we have to be strategic and smart about moving forward. Just as your family has to
live within a budget -- a task
growing increasingly difficult as
gas prices, food and health care
costs escalate - we in state government have to live within our
means as well. Just as you have to
make decisions about priorities,
we in state government have to
prioritize too.
I know that we have to find a
way to expand health coverage to
more Kentuckians. particularly
children. We have to create a system of higher education that is
more accessible and affordable. We
have to give schools enough funding to ensure our children can
compete for 21st Century jobs.
We need to support and create
locally owned businesses that will
stay in Kentucky and grow with
the economy. And we need to find

a way, even as dollars are scarce,
to build more roads while ensuring
safety
We need to change the way
business has been conducted for
too long in Frankfort. But to do
that. I need your help. I need
your voice.
I need you to tell me. and those
who seek to represent you in
Frankfort. what you want from
your government. What should be
our priorities on your behalf?
What are your needs? What do
you want your governor and your
elected representatives in the legislature to focus on in the months
)
and years ahead'
It's your government. I hope
you will take the time Tuesday
night to share your ideas with
me. Your voice will be my call to
action when I return to Frankfort.
Tuesday night, I will be eager
to see you. And I will be listening.

OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor,
As I've watched the Olympic Games this week. I have
been struck with an overwhelming sense of national pride.
Like millions of others, I have watched daily and nightly as
swimmers, volleyballers, cyclists, fencers, equestrians, gymnasts and other outstanding athletes took their moment and
:strove toward greatness. I have laughed. gasped, sighed
and even shed a tear or two as athletes gave their all to
.fulfill a dream. A dream that for some has taken a lifetime
of preparation and training for just a few minutes of grace,
skill or speed.
As the medal count rose. I began to notice a pattern at
the medal ceremonies. As anthems began from around the
.world, medal winners stood proudly as the recorded music
'played. After the anthems, some smiled, waving to fans and
'raising their bouquets, accepting the cheers and applause of
1:the multitudes in attendance.
Except the Americans.
. In all the hours of watching, only the Americans. stand.lug
on the medal podium with their gold, silver or bronze
:medals glistening around their necks, placed a hand over
t- heir heart as our country's anthem played. Our Star Spangled Banner!
Is this act of reverence toward one's country particular to
:Americans'
) I don't know. But it made me pause and think.
I thought of my father, the WWII pilot, who stood and
always placed his cap or hat over his heart when the flag
passed or the national anthem played. As a student, of
'standing in cold football stadiums in the fall and placing a
gloved hand over my heart before the kickoff to Friday
night's game and of men and women standing and singing
before yelling , "Play Ball !" or 'Drivers, start your
engines!"
Whether we realize it or not, at that moment, when we
hear that melody, we become united as a people. as Americans. There is no thought of bias or intolerance or hatred of
one group by another. There is only America. A land of vast
natural beauty. A place of opportunity, freedom of thought
and religion.
We cover our hearts in a moment of remembrance and
thanksgiving for all those who fought, died, sacrificed or
struggled to give us the lives we have today.
When next you hear the national anthem, stand a little
taller, gentlemen, remove your cap or hat, and everyone
place your hand over your heart and have your own "Gold
Medal Moment" while remembering the best about being an
American.
Diane Taylor
Hamlin, Ky.
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Now how to deal with Russia?
By DEB RIECHFAANN
Associated Press Writer
CRAWFORD. Texas (AP)
— The United States on
Sunday accused Russia of
stalling its military pullback
in Georgia, but the Bush
administration is not rushing
to repudiate Moscow for its
actions.
The White House is struggling to figure out the best
way to penalize Russia. It
doesn't want to deeply damage existing cooperation on
many fronts or discourage
Moscow from further integrating itself into global economic and political institutions. At the same time, U.S.
officials say Russia can't be
allowed to get away with
invading its neighbor.
Fighting broke out after
Georgia launched a massive
barrage Aug. 7 to try to
take control of the separatist
province of South Ossetia.
which is heavily influenced
by Russia. The Russian army
quickly overwhelmed Georgia's forces, then drove deep
into the country. bombed
Georgian ports and military
installations and tied up an
east-west highway through
the nation.
The New York Times, citing anonymous U.S. officials
who were familiar with intelligence reports, reported Sunday that the Russian military
moved missile launchers into
South Ossetia on Friday.
The U.S. officials told the
Times that Russia deployed
several SS-21 missile launchers to positions north of
Tskhinvali, the South Ossetian capital. That would put
the missiles within range of
Georgia's capital, Tbilisi. the
Times reported on its Web
site.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, who briefed
President Bush on the fastchanging crisis over the
weekend at his Texas ranch,

said, "There's no doubt there
will be further consequences"
to Russia.
She returned to Washington on Sunday and is flying
to Brussels, Belgium, on
Monday to talk with NATO
allies about what message
the West should send to
Russia.
Rice is then flying to
Warsaw. Poland, where she
will sign a formal agreement
with Poland for the establishment of a missile interceptor
site there. Moscow has
protested the U.S. plans for
such a base so close to its
borders.
Russia can't use "disproportionate force" against
Georgia and still be welcomed into the halls of
international institutions, Rice
said.
"It's not going to happen
that way," she said. "Russia
will pay a price."
But neither Rice nor
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates would be specific
about what punitive actions
the U.S. or the international
community might take.
"We're going to take our
time and assess what further
consequences there should be
to the relationship," Rice
said.
The United States wants
to take a tough stance
against Russia, but there is
much at stake.
"The facts are that the
United States has to work
with Russia on Iran, on
nuclear problems of proliferation. on a whole raft of
trade issues at a time in
which the United States has
a huge domestic deficit,"
said Sen. Richard Lugar, the
senior Republican on the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
And holding open the
prospect of taking steps
against Russia gives the
United States some leverage

in pushing Russia to withdraw from Georgia But
nothing is expected to happen in a hurry, and the
United States doesn't want to
turn the conflict into a fight
between the former Cold
War rivals.
'There is no need to rush
into everything,- Gates said.
"We don't want to do it unilaterally.
"I think there needs to be
a strong, unified response to
Russia to send the message
that this kind of behavior,
characteristic of the Soviet
period, has no place in the
21st century.- he said.
Asked whether Russia
should be kicked out of the
Group of Eight major industrialized states, or whether it
should be kept from joining
the World Trade Organization, Gates replied vaguely.
saying the U.S. and its allies
can choose from a broad
menu of possible punitive
steps. Russia already is feeling repercussions. he said.
'The whole world is looking at Russia through a different set of lenses than just
a week and a half or two
weeks ago, so there are
already consequences,- Gates
said. "I think they may not
appreciate the magnitude of
those consequences yet. The
longer they take to get out
and to observe the cease-fire
that's been declared and the
arrangements that have been
worked out. I think the
greater those consequences
will be.Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev said Russian
troops will begin leaving
Monday. but made no mention of leaving the separatist
province at the heart of the
conflict between the countries.
The Bush administration is
hopeful yet skeptical that
Russia will honor its pledge
to withdraw troops quickly

from Georgia under terms of
a cease-fire it signed Saturday.
"My own view is that the
Russians will probably stall
and perhaps take more time
than anybody would like,"
Gates said. "I think we just
need to keep the pressure
and ensure that they abide
by the agreement that
they've signed and do so in
a timely way."
The Russians say they're
going to take their time in
leaving the South Carolinasized democracy that
declared its independence in
1991.
Konstantin Kosachev,
chairman of the Russian parliament's foreign affairs committee. said Russian forces
will be out of Georgia
"sooner or later," but how
much time it takes depends
on how Georgia behaves.
Echoing Bush's call to
withdraw U.S. troops from
Iraq depending on conditions
on the ground. Kosachev
said: "If I would ask you ...
'How fast the American
forces can leave Iraq?' ... the
answer would be, as soon as
we have guarantees for peace
and security there.
"The same answer would
be toward this situation: as
soon as we are assured that
Georgians will not continue
to use military force against
South Ossetians and against
Abkhazians" — residents of
two separatist areas of Georgia now overrun with Russian troops and abandoned by
Georgian soldiers.
Rice and Gates pressed
the administration's case during appearances on five Sunday talks shows -- Rice on
"Fox News Sunday,- CBS'
"Face the Nation" and
NBC's "Meet the Press," and
Gates on ABC's "This
Week" and "Late Edition" on
CNN. Kosachev and Lugar
also appeared on CNN.
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Pakistani president resigns

Ms. Henrietta Curry, 83, Murray. died Friday. Aug. IS. 2lital, at
•9:I5 p.m. at her home.
A retired nurse, she was a member of Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church.
Preceding her in death were one daughter. Rosemary Walls. two
sisters, Cozette Ross and VerneII Ross, and three brothers, Gilbert
Ross, Marshall Ross and Thomas Ross. Born Jan. 9, 1925. in
Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Dave Ross Sr.
and Lucy Gilbert Ross.
Survivors include two daughters, Valerie Curry, Murray. and
Jeannette Koniegay, Stuart, Fla.; one brother. Da' a Ross Jr..
Murray. seven grandchildren. Corey Scott and wife, Mia, Kipley
Skarsyska, Felicia Cooley and husband, Robert, Stephanie Winters
and husband, Rodenck. Kathy Brisker and husband, Irving. David
Komegay and wife. Tishika. and Kenneth Komegay. Jr. 17 greatgrandchildren: three great-great-grandchildren; special cousins. Earl
Hudspeth and Willie Kinel and wife. Pearlie Mae.
The funeral will be Wednesday at noon at Mt. Horeb Freewill
Baptist Church. Rev. Timothy Green will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens with Blalock-Coleman and
York Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church after II a.m. Wednesday. Online
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com

ISLAMABAD.
Pakistan
i AP) - Pakistani President
Pervez Musharraf announced
today that he
will
resign.
days
just
of
ahead
impeachment
in parliament
over attempts
by the U.S.backed leader
impose
to
authoritarian
rule on his turbulent nation.
An emotional Musharraf said
he wanted to spare Pakistan
from a dangerous power struggle.
"I hope the nation and the
people will forgive my mistakes," Musharraf said in a televised address largely devoted to
Miens Leonard Ganser
defending his record.
The funeral for William Leonard Garner will be today (Monday,
Musharraf
dominated
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Pakistan for years after seizing
Lambert will officiate.
power in a 1999 military coup.
Pallbearers will be Billy Brandon. Larry Eldridge. Ricky making the country a key strateMcKinney. Clifton Garner, Elvin Parrish and Kevin Reed. Burial gic ally of the U.S. by supportwill follow in the New Concord Cemetery.
ing the war on terror. But his
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
popularity at home sank over the
Mr. Gamer, 62, South 9th Street, Murray, died Friday. Aug. 15. years.
2005. at 12:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
But his influence has faded
Born May 22. 1946, in Calloway County, he was the son of the steadily over the past year. He
late Rufus M. Gamer and Martha Helen Merrill Garner. Also pre- quit the pivotal post of army
ceding him in death were six half brothers, Sims, Henry. Odell, Inks, chief in November and his resigHaste! and Ernest Garner. He was a member of Pleasant Valley nation was widely forecast.
Church of Christ.
Survivors include five sisters. Polly Payne and husband, William.
West Virginia, Sue McKinney and Fronie Eldridge and husband,
Dee, Murray, Nancy Brandon and husband, Joe. Alm°. and Vickie
Reed and husband. Gerry, Hazel: two brothers, Chester Garner and
wife. Ruby, Murray. and Morgan Garner and wife. Brenda, Benton.
GORI. Georgia (AP) -

Washington and European
capitals will hope his removal
will let the civilian government
focus on terrorism and the country's economic woes, though
Musharraf's exit could also trigger a struggle to replace him.
Pakistan's stock market and
currency both MSC strongly on
hopes that the country was
bound for political stability
Television footage showed
groups of people celebrating in
the streets in several town.
across Pakistan, some of them
firing automatic weapons into
the sky.
In his hour-long address.
Musharraf said he would turn in
his resignation to the National
Assembly speaker Monday. It
was not immediately clear
whether it would take effect the
same day. Mohammedmian
Soomro, the chairman of the
upper house of parliament, was
poised to take over in the interim.
It remains an open question
whom parliament will elect to
succeed
Musharraf, partly
because the ruling coalition has
vowed to strip the presidency of
much of its power.
There is speculation that both
Asif All Zardari and Nawaz
Sharif, the leaders of the two
main parties. are interested in

the role. However, neither has
openly said so
It Was also unclear whether
Musharraf would stay in
Pakistan of go into exile.
After inspecting a guard on
honor outside his hulking white
marble palace in the capital. a
pokerfaced Musharraf stepped
into a black limousine and left
the building
perhaps for the
last time.
Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain.
head of the main pro-Mcaharral
party. said Musharraf would live
in Islamabad. where he own. A
farmhouse on the outskirts.
Foreign
Minister
Shah
Mahrnood Qureshi said leaders
of the ruling coalition would discuss later Monday whether to
prosecute Musharraf in court on
the impeachment charges.
Briefly. his political foes put
those issues on the back-burner
and got on with celebrating.
"It is a victory of democratic
forces," Information Minister
Sherry Rehman said. "Today.
the shadow of dictatorship that
has prevailed for long over this
country. that chapter has been
closed.
In the northern city of
Peshawar. a crowd of people
danced to drum beats and
embraced at an intersection.

"It is very pleasing to know
that Musharraf is no more." said
Mohammed Saeed, a shopkeeper among the crowd.
"He even tried to deceive the
nation in his last address. He
was boasting about economic
progress when life for people
like us has become a hell," he
said, because of economic problems that include runaway inflation.
Many Pakistanis blame the
rising militant violence in their
country on Musharrals use of
the army against militants nested in the northwest. His reputation suffered fatal blows in 2007
when he ousted dozens ofjudges
and imposed emergency rule.
His rivals won February parliamentary elections and have
since sought his ouster.
Musharraf. who has been
largely sidelined since his rivals
came to power. finally yielded
after the coalition finalized
impeachment charges against
him and threatened to send a
motion to Parliament later this
week.
The charges were expected to
include violating the constitution and gross misconduct, likely in connection with the ouster
of the judges and the declaration
of emergency rule.

Russians begin troop withdrawal

US Christians
have Bibles taken
at Chinese airport
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BEIJING(AP)-A group of Bibles were found in the passenAmerican Christians who had gers' checked baggage.
more than 300 Bibles confiscatThe officer. w'0'.; svouil only
ed by Chinese officials when give her last name, Xiao, denied
they arrived in China is refusing confiscating the Bibles. She said
to leave the airport until they get authorities were just "taking
the books back, their leader said care" of them and provided no
today.
further details. She later said she
Pat Klein said he and three was not authorized to speak to
others from his Vision Beyond the media and referred questions
Borders group spent Sunday to the national customs headnight at the airport in the south- quarters in Beijing, which did
western city of Kunming after not answer phones on Sunday.
customs officers took the Bibles
This morning, Klein said
from their checked luggage.
Chinese officials had shown the
1 heard that there's freedom group what they said were reguof religion in China, so why is lations that banned bringing
there a problem for us to bring Bibles into China, but that the
Bibles?" said Klein. whose documents were in Chinese.
Sheridan. Wyo.-based group "We are waiting for them to
distributes Bibles and Christian come back with the law in
teaching materials around the English," he said.
Chinese officials had asked
world.
The Bibles were printed in the Christians to leave the room
. Chinese. he told The Associated at the airport where they spent
Press in a telephone interview.
the night, but Klein told the offiThe move comes as China cials they did not want to go
hosts the Olympics in Beijing, without the Bibles.
where false media reports last
Klein said the customs offiyear claimed Bibles would be cers had told him that they could
banned from the games. The each have one Bible for personstate-run China Daily reported al use, but no more than that. He
last month that 10,000 bilingual said the officers had videotaped
copies of the Bible would be them and were insisting that
distributed in the Olympic they leave the airport.
"We don't want to go without
Village, which houses athletes
taking those books. It cost us a
and media.
In China, Bibles are legally lot of money to bring them
printed at just one plant - the here." Klein said. 'They're sayworld's largest-run by a com- ing that it's illegal to bring the
government-backed Bibles in and that if we wanted
munist
Christian association, and are to, we had to apply ahead of
available in many bookstores. time for permission."
But the officially atheistic govChina faces routine criticism
ernment prohibits proselytizing
and is worried that if the spread for human rights violations and
of religion goes unchecked, repression of religious freedom.
believers might ultimately chal- Religious practice is heavily
lenge the Communist Party's regulated by the Communist
Party, with worship allowed
authority.
only in party-controlled churchA woman on duty at es, temples and mosques, while
Kunming airport's customs those gathering outside risk
office confirmed over the tele- harassment, arrest and terms in
phone late Sunday that 315 labor camps or prison.

Russia said its military began to
withdraw from the conflict zone
in Georgia today, but left unclear
exactly where troops and tanks
will operate under the cease-fire
that ended days of fighting in the
former Soviet republic.
Russian troops and tanks
have controlled a wide swath of
Georgia for days after a short
but intense war that reignited
Cold War tensions.
In
Moscow, Col.-Gen.
Anatoly Nogovitsyn told a briefing that "today, according to the
peace plan. the withdrawal of
Russian peacekeepers and reinforcements has begun." He
added that forces were leaving
Gori, which sits on Georgia's
main east-west highway.
Earlier in the day. Russian
forces around Gori appeared to
be solidifying their positions,
and it was not immediately possible to confirm the withdrawal
with AP journalists there.
A U.S. official said Monday
that the Russian military had
moved missile launchers into
the breakaway region of South
Ossetia.
The R1A-Novosti news
agency reported that some
Russian military vehicles were
heading Monday out of the
South Ossetian capital of
Tskhinvali toward Russia. The
leader of South Ossetia, Eduard
Kokoity. also asked Russia on
Monday to establish a permanent base there, the news agency
said.
According to the European
Union-brokered peace plan
signed by both Medvedev and
Georgian President Mikhail
Saakashvili, both sides are to
pull forces back to the positions
they held before fighting broke
out Aug. 7 in the Russianbacked Georgian separatist
region of South Ossetia.

AP
Local residents receive free bread distributed in Gon, northwest of the Georgian capital Tbilisi,
Sunday. Russian President Dmitry Medvedev announced that Russian troops will begin pulling
back from Georgia as Western leaders pushed for a swift end to the stranglehold that the
Russian military has exerted for days on Its small southern neighbor.
Nogovitsyn said the Russian
troops are pulling back to South
Ossetia and a security zone
defined by a 1999 agreement of
the "joint control commission"
that had been nominally in
charge of South Ossetia's status
since it split from Georgia in the
early 1990s.
Georgian and Russian officials could not immediately clarify the dimensions of the security zone. Nogovitsyn said only
that "troops should not be in the
territory of Georgia," but it was
unclear if that excluded patrols.
"I think the Russians will pull
out, but will damage Georgia
strongly." Tbilisi resident Givi

Sikharulidze told an AP television crew. "Georgia will survive, but Russia has lost its credibility in the eyes of the world."
Top American officials said
Washington would rethink its
relationship with Moscow after
its military drive deep into its
much smaller neighbor and
called for a swift Russian withdrawal.
"I think there needs to be a
strong, unified response to
Russia to send the message that
this kind of behavior, characteristic of the Soviet period, has no
place in the 21st century."

Defense Secretary Robert Gates
said Sunday.
But neither Gates nor
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice would be specific about
what punitive actions the United
States or the international community might take.
Rice, who was flying to
Europe for talks Tuesday with
NATO allies about what message the West should send to
Russia, said Russia can't use
"disproportionate force" against
its neighbor and still be welcome in international institution.
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Old Fashion Town Hall meeting
with Gov. Beshear on Tuesday

Ladiesof theists
the Ladies ot the Oaks
Country Club will have their
iegularly scheduled golf scramHe on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
at the dub
Cynthia Darnall and Melva
Hatiher will sera e as hostesses
All members are encouraged to play.
W inners of golf play on

Aug. 13 have been announced
by Bronda Parker and Kitty
Steele. hostesses, as follows:
First place - Cynthia Darnall. Patsy Woodall and Janet
Kirk with extra. shot taken,
Second place - Jo Anne
Auer, Carolyn Greenfield and
Mary Alice Smith with extra
shot taken.

lo's
Datebook
August 13 was Pajama Day
tor the Ladies of the Murray
Country Club Golf Association.
Winners include Debbie
Hickson. 'ye Seven's, Sheila
Henry. Brenda Smtih and Pam
Adams
The ladies will play golf
on
Wednesday with Linda
Burgess. phone 753-4470. as
hostess
The line-up is as follows:
For 18 holers at 8:30 a.m.:

Linda Burgess. Ve Severns,
Cyndi Cohoon and Debbie
Hickson;
Pam Adams. Barbara Gray,
Norma Frank and Susan Johnson,
Peggy Shoemaker, Vicki
Baker. Patsy Green, Betty Stewart and Sheila Henry.
For 9 holers at 9 a.m.:
Pat Martin. Marilyn Adkins,
Patsy Chaney and Ann Stanley

Quilt Lovers sponsoring bus trip
Murray Quilt Lovers is sponsoring a chartered bus for its
members and anyone who is
interested in going to the
Nashville Quilt Show on Saturday. Aug. 23. The cost is
$25 per person which needs
to be paid at the time the

reservation is made. The bus
will leave at 7:15 a.m. from
the north end of the Wal-Mart
parking lot and return the same
day by 7 p.m. To make a
reservation or for more information, contact Paula Hulick
at 753-0323 or 752-0662.

Manning honored at
eleventh birthday party
Allison Manning celebrated
her llth birthday with her fam-

JOIN
FARM BUREAU
and enjoy these

DISCOUNTS...

ily at Los Portales on Sunday
evening, Aug. 3.
While wearing a sombrero.
she was serenaded with a birthday song in Spanish by the
staff.
She was born Aug. 5, 1997,
at PInelake Medical Center
Mayfield.
Manning is a fifth grade
student at North Calloway Elementary School:

Sherwin-Williams

25% OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car
15%-OFF
GM Vehicles

'500-750 OFF
Hotels

10

Allison Manning

20s - OFF

Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rcideway Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State•Parks
and more

Hickory Woods
Rettrerthent

Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
We tried di cur Olympics thi, wee* with an
vetting merman, wain Ole ahem. !Wong the Lel'
nirants the torch war passed in exit muck's and the,
told ahlent ntnr erne, Stem4 of our residents paved
all Itneh of wortr and were vert sio.r.sfid in then
totartg careers
Linda %Ink,n re the pitcher tor her softball
WW1 ester though her lather knew lathing ol ii. Stw
on to allowed to wear 4101ris NO 'Si had to keep it
.41-1Ve

Beltone Hearing
Aids
15% OFF
Eyeglasses &
Contacts
'OFF
10° -

753-4703
Cali For Detads

Home & Auto
Insurance

Howard Baz.rell played hinietbal in SO< and ni,
team won the diurto aid went in 10 the Jain louna.
there where he was toted "Honorable Menton
Rutile himot plated haskeitrall at South Wrward
and hellt School on a --sw floor If the haslerhull
hit a dod il din 0 sometone,Ivere
Martha Far, wa an Cl/ellere howler and atually
won a that tournament and Went IT to San AMMO.
Texas where she ,onoeied dx -Senior Olympics"
OndsT,asr'a'rdaidslaedidJ
over Kemal? Lake eon, dough the eZser learned
how to swim'
Rene Seale and Margaret owens both played tor
their girl. basketball team r'r.a Ellis ,aid lee ease
allowed to plat softball loasne 'Si •at a girt hat Jae
gnwouslt holt -Wain- 10 all the boys However, the
dud win a blue rilthom fir nthng re a hone dam
-without a sad&
Maxine Hthinoll Vad the diem I participam in ant
wont except "hot t. hal ng and was preen good at it
ShIi Wofhird played wirefiekt tor Me Murat Sone
Raveo all for.., yeas and said -he would have pod
the !Math, Ste at* in plat tor them'"
%twit Chapelle plated hasleihall for Muter, Star
and aho teganired and plated in the tint riOnten',
.ofteall league in Lexington 55 or 1555 Site helped
,egwoir a wenn-pro wooer:, tar aid was toted
h of the reae m P1hiS
Ralph Barren had 10 -fight- his was throe,
...tool and actuallt boxed In, war IO New Vora at
Madison Square Garden, after waning in Si LOW{
and ClInago He sad he used in practice hoong on a
inning
Ionia,hag filkd oth rid clothe, and re
winit in dr annt and ha a lean 21 fight, under hi.
heti Whik fighting at Matimon Squat Gardens he
hole ht.. Anil le bin his alternate went on to one
We never dreamed we had sr man, athletes at
Hictort. W...xl• We !ult.! Wall to bele mire about
they expenense,and me who all 1, going II{ won
medal. thong we Olympw Came. net' .vei
_Nodal else {sob mirth Site komme Mu we row
rine
(44 Uteerhack Rd. • Murray, Kt
Phone'(2701 7594700 • 1-888-231.3014
--wileathaterlh

provided
Ginger Schmidt, center, winner of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club, is pictured with Sue Smith. left, and
Lots Phams. Alpha members
Photo

Schmidt recently named
winner of Alpha
Department scholarship
Ginger Schmidt has been
named the first winner of the
first Lois Pharns Scholarship
which was recently established
by the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Schmidt of Murray is a nontraditional self-supporting sophomore at Murray State University. She is a sociology
major who has maintained a
gradepoint average of 3.58.
This scholarship will be
awarded annually to a female
resident of Murray or Calloway
County. The recipient must have
a high school diploma or GED
and winners may re-apply.
Applications will be accepted
in late spring each year.

The Alpha Department is
providing this $500 educational scholarship honor of Lois
Pharris, a member of the department who has served as chair
of the department as well as
president of the
Murray
Woman's Club.
Funds for the scholarship
are provided from sales of the
Calloway Pictorial History and
the Calloway County Family
History books.
Pharris served as chairperson of the sales and development of both books. Limited
copies of both books are available by contacting Pharris at
759-4938.

Plans
for coming year
4
announced at AMVETS
Auxiliary meeting
BUCHANAN, Tenn. —
Chairpersons are up and running now at AMVETS Auxiliary 45 as several ladies told
of their plans for upcoming
events that will support their
programs at the meeting held
at the center along with some
fun activities that are planned
in the near future. Judy
Rowlette, fist vice took the
gavel at the Aug 3 meeting,
in the absence of President
Suffern.
Secretary Wincie Wright
gave a report on Department
President Annick Moore's recent
visit to the club. Wright and
Jan Doall took Moore and two
members of her Auxiliary in
Etowah. Ruby Cum! and Hazel
McCaslin on a tour of Pans.
Tenn.
As Moore was born in
France, and has family there,
she was most interested in seeing Pans and Eiffel Tower, she
was quite impressed by it's
detail and presentation. A reception was held in her honor on
July 25, where she was presented a tote bag reflecting Paris
and the Eiffel Tower filled with
a small Tower, wine, and other
gifts.
It's almost Luau time again
at Auxiliary 45. Child-welfare
chair Susan Gilbert announced
her plans for teh annual fun
event as a fundraiser to supPort the Children's Christmas
party set for Sept 13.
Gilbert collected the school
supplies brought in and assigned
members to deliver them to
the Family Resource Centers

in both Paris and Murray, Ky..
Scholarship Chairman Carol
Block reported that she has
distributed several applications
for scholarships, and that her
first fundraiser to support this
program will be a day trip to
Tunica, Miss., on Oct 18. For
those who enjoy this activity,
sign up soon
Nancy Byford, Community
service chairman, reminded
everyone of her local project
of dog food or other pet supplies or donations. This will also
be ongoing.
Members of the Auxiliary
joined AMVETS on July 27
at the presentation of the Golf
cart to the Tennessee Veterans
Home in Humboldt. Nancy
Bylord and Dorothy Edwards
were among the first to get a
demonstration ride in the new
vehicle that will allow residents to be driven around the
campus area where wheel chairs
or walkers cannot go. They
reported that residents were
lined up for a ride. This vehicle, along with two others,
were donated by the Tennessee
AMVETS Foundation.
Commander Ken Byford
made an informal announcement to the members that
AMVETS are collecting books
to send to the troops and due
to added weight they ask for
only paperback. A table and
box are in the lobby for this
purpose.
There will be no business
meeting in September. The
annual picnic is scheduled for
Sept 21.

.nnouncenzen/s
Jack Andrew Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Buzz Paul of Almo are the parents of a son,
Jack Andrew Paul, born on Thursday, July 31, 2008, at 3:40
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 13 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Melissa Lillie.
Grandparents are Brian and Neica Lillie and Kenney and
Kim Hall, all of Paducah, and John and Karen Paul of Murray.

Kolton Shane Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Shane Smith of Locust Grove Road,
Murray, are the parents of a son, Kolton Shane Smith, born
on Sunday. Aug. 10, 2008, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 14 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Pamela Jackson. A sister is
Nicolette Paige Smith.
Grandparents are Mike and Maybeth Smith of Nortonville
and Earl and Gloria Smith of Belknap, Ill.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Gov. Steve Beshear, First Lady Jane
Beshear, and members of the Governor's
Cabinet will be present for an old-fashion
town hall meeting on Tuesday at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County High School, College
Farm Road, Murray.
the meeting is part of the "Besheat
About Kentucky- tour across the commonwealth. The governor and his scarf will be
present to ht.
,r your comments and answer
your questions.

Board of Health will meet

The Calloway County Board of Health
will conduct its annual board meeting on
Tuesday at noon at the new Calloway County Health Center, 602 Memory Ln., Murray. This meeting is
extremely important and a quorum of board members must be
present in order to approve any actions. A meal will be provided. For more information call Jen Miller, site admiMstrator
for the Calloway County Health Center at 753-3381.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. an the office of Pnncipal Lou Carter.
All interested citizens are invited.

Lodge 138 to meet Tuesday
Hazel Lodge 138 of Woodmen of the World will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Harmon Hall in Murray. A fish fry will be
held and members are asked to bring desserts.

Pleasure Cookers will meet
Pleasure Cookers Cooking Club will meet Tuesday at 6:309
p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office. The theme will
be -Eat/Buy Local." Each one is asked to bring a dish using
ingredients that are produced locally. All interested persons are
invited. Call Judi Little at 436-5132 for more information.

Senior citizens plan breakfast
South Marshall Senior Citizens will have a country ham
breakfast on Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m. at the center at Hardin.
The public is invited to attend.

North training Tuesday
Volunteer training for parents of children a North Calloway
Elementary School will be Tuesday. Training times will be 9
a.m. or 6 p.m. in the cafeteria of the school.

Humane Society plans promotion
Humane Society of Calloway County will have a rebate
week. Aug. 17-23, at Pizza Hut all this week. Customers will
ask you to fill a short form which will be attached to your
receipts and the society will get a percentage of the receipts
at he end of the week.

Assistance for veterans will be given
Veterans and their families will he given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. and Wednesday from 10:30
a.m. to 3.15 p.m. at the Unemployment Office, 319 South 7th
St., Mayfield. Ron McClure, regional field representative of
Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance. For information and appointments, call 1-877-812-0840
or e-mail ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as
time permits.

Farmer's Market at fairgrounds
Farmers' Market at Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds,
Ky. 121 North, Murray, is open on Tuesdays and Saturday,
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Featured are a large variety of prod
ucts locally grown and harvested. For more information call
the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.

CCHS Class of 1973 plans event
Calloway County High School graduating class of 1973 will
have its 35-year reunion on Saturday, Aug. 30, at 7 p.m. at
The Big Apple Cafe. Girls Night Out will be Friday, Aug. 29,
at 6 p.m. at the home of Marsha Emstberger Prince. For more
information call Dale Arnold at 759-1759 or Gale Broach Cornelison at 293-9333.

Special group will meet
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreaching Office of
Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group each Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the Merryman House office. For information call 759-2373.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will mect Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple, Murray. For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

UMW meeting tonight
The United Methodist Women of Hazel and Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Churches will meet tonight at 6:30 . at
Mason's Chapel. Marcia Carpenter will be speaker.
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Published is a picture of 4
crane lowering a 52-ton steam
locorrionsc onto the tracks at
Hardin Southern Railroad The
1914 engine, which varne from
Northern Illinois will be used
for trips from Hardin to Murray The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Jeremy D Dnskell, 19. Lexington. student at Murray State
University. drowned Aug 15 after
falling from 4 slide on a floating dock and hitting the wooden base at Hickory Hills Campground in Marshall County
Births reported include 4 girl
to Joe and Olo,re Herndon. Aug
7
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20 years ago
Murray Planning Commission
heard a preliminary request from
North Park Development. Inc .
for an eight-unit condominium
complex to be located on the south
side of Southwood Drive, north
of the Murray-Calloway County.
Fart.
Mary Tidwell, daughter ot
Mrs. Gertrude Youngerman of
Murray, has been promoted to
Section Head, Clinical Research
Service, Medical Services Burrough Welcome Co. Research at
Triangle Park, NC.
Students of Conny Ottway
recently presented a violin recital
at First Assembly of God Church,
Murray.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Steve
Hussung and Jane Bailey rehearsing for a part in "You're A Good
Man,Charlie Brown," by the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre at the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
lbe Chicago Symphony String
Quartet will be featured as the
final performing group of the
season of the Murray Civic Music
Association on April 8. 1979, at
l p.m. at Murray State University Lovett auditorium.

By The Associated Press
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Today is Monday. Aug. 18, the
231st day of 2008. There are 135
days left in the year

Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. IS, 1587. Virginia Dare
became the first child of English
parents to be born on American
5011, on what is now Roranoke
Island. N.C. (However, the colony
she was born into ended up mys[enously disappearing.)
On this date:
In 1838. the first marine expedition sponsored by the U.S. government set sail from Hampton
Roads, Va., the crews traveled the
southern Pacific Ocean, gathering
scientific information.
In 1846, U.S. forces led by
Gen. Stephen W. Kearny captured
Santa Fe, N.M.
In 1894. Congress established
the Bureau of Immigration.

Mr. and Mrs Marvin Winchester were married for 50 years
Aug. 4
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Nelson Shroat,
Aug. I I
.80 year, ago
Published is a picture of the
Cessaner 172 Airplane that made
pancake landing just east of

a

Kentucky Lake near Eggner's
Ferry Bridge on Aug 16 Four
persons were injured.
David Hopkins. son of Mr
and Mrs. Newell Hopkins. has
%olunteered for three years service with the United States Army
He will have his first training
at Fort Campbell.
Jay Richey. senior at Murray
University School and son of
Frances Richey, has been named
as one of five national vice-presidents of Future Business Leaders of America at the national
convention at Washington. D.C.
50 years ago
Lillie Harrison, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Harrison of
Kirksey. won the grand championship at the Calloway County
Dairy' show held Aug. 16 at the
Murray State College campus.
Sixty names were drawn from
the jury wheel this week by Circuit Judge Earl Osborne for the
September term of Circuit Court,
Airman Apprentice William
Don Swann has been transferred
to the United States Naval Receiving Station in Norfolk. Va.
60 years ago
The Calloway County' Fair
opened today at Planters Loose
Leaf Floor and Outland Loose
Leaf Floor.
The registered Jersey herd,
owned by G.B. Scott of Murray, has been classified for type
with an average score of 85 percent.
Aliese James and Ralpn
Paschall were married Aug. 7
by the Rex'. R.F. Blankenship at
his parsonage home in Kirksey.

In 1920. the 19th Amendment
to the Constitution, which guarantees the right of all American
women to vote. was ratified as
Tennessee became the 36th state
to approve it.
In 1938, President Franklin D

Roosevelt and Canadian Prime
Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King dedicated the Thousand
Islands Bridge connecting the United States and Canada.
In 1958, the novel "Lolita" by
Vladimir Nabokov was first published in New York by G.P. Putnam's Sons, almost three years after
the book was originally published
in Pahs.
In 1963. James Meredith
became the first black student to

graduate from the University of
Mississippi.
In 1969, the Woodstock Music
and Art Fair ended in Sullivan
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DEAR

A BB Y: I

despise

wearing rings, which is a prob-

lem because I plan to become
engaged I'm OK with a plain
wedding band, but baubles on
appendages
interfere
with useful
work
and
creativity,
and they turn
me off
I have an
expensive
heirloom
ring I would
gladly give
to my lady
By Abigail
if she'd keep
Van Buren
it in the safe
deposit box where it belongs.
I don't want to insure it, deal
with it if she loses it. or know
I caused her to be injured if a
thug tried to steal it. If I give
it to her, she'll want to wear
it. She doesn't need an ornament to prove she's special or
loved.
What can I use in lieu of
an engagement ring? I'd rather
give her an annuity or something useful. The thought of a
$10,(8)0 ring on a hand that
belongs to a productive and intelligent working woman suggests
self-indulgent exhibitionism.
I know I'm fighting an uphill
battle, but my feelings are valid
to me. I feel the same when I
see rings in the workplace and
socially. Why not just duct-tape
a $1,000 bill to your forehead
if you want to call attention to
yourself? Any ideas? -- PRACTICAL IN DENVER
DEAR
PRACTICAL:
Before you pop the question,
be absolutely sure you and your
lady have a meeting of the
minds on this subject. Candid-

Dear Abby

County, N.Y.. with a mid-morning set performed by Jimi Hendrix.
In 1976. two U.S. Army officers were killed in Korea's demilitarized zone as a group of North
Korean soldiers wielding axes and
metal pikes attacked U.S. and South
Korean soldiers.
In 1983, Hurncane Alicia
slammed into the Texas coast,
leaving 21 dead and causing more
than a billion dollars' worth of damage.
Ten years ago: A day after his
grand jury testimony. President
Clinton left Washington on a vacation with his family. Meanwhile,
some lawmakers called for Clinton to resign in the wake of his
admissions concerning Monica
Lewinsky. while a spokeswoman
for Hillary Rodham Clinton said
the first lady "believes in this
marriage.-
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If home remedies do not solve
the problem. I recommend seeing
a dentist who specialize, in mouth
and tooth disorder, He or she
may base seseral remedies of
which I Am unaware Thanks for
writing
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband and I have been on your
"No Flour, No Sugar- diet for a
year. He has lost 30 pounds and
I have lost 25 Awhile back, someone wrote to you complaining that
the diet was too hard to follow
and that your recommendation of
Rice Knspies was wrong because
it contains sugar
I would just like to clarify for
anyone who was considering the
diet but may not be now because
of this woman that your diet really is easy' True. Rice Knspies
has sugar, but you are human and
sometimes make mistakes. You
make it very clear in your book
"Dr. Gotes No Flour, No Sugar
Diet" that reading labels as very
important. The most difficult part
of any diet is finding the will
power and determination to stick
with it, but yours is so simple,
and the variety' of food is amazing. You made it even easier with
your follow up "Dr. Gott's No
Flour, No Sugar Cook Book.? My
husband and I plan to stick with
your "lifestyle- choice not only
because we are losing weight, but
because we are looking and, more
importantly, feeling better. We are
able to exercise more and lead
an active, enjoyable life Thank
you

Dr. Gott

0.0

DEAR
ABBY: I'm
a
divorcee, dating a man I'll call
"Jack." who has been separated from his wife for three years.
We've known each other two
years and have been intimate
for I I months now.
Jack's daughter is being married in Mexico in two months.
I have met both his adult children; they seem happy he is
finally in a relationship. The
problem is. Jack hasn't invited
me to the wicling.
Jack attended my son's wedding with me last summer. It
was 1,500 miles away. I had
no problem taking him there.
Jack says he isn't divorced
because he doesn't want to "pay.
the cost' of one -- although he
does have a separation agreement. He's very tight with
money. I don't plan to remarry, so the divorce thing isn't
really an issue with me. I suspect he wants to avoid the
stress of revealing our relationship to his former wife, who
left him after 25 years of marriage.
I feel Jack is still living in
the past, and I'm considering
ending the relationship because
of it. He's a wonderful, caring
person. but he has a secretive
side that I have a hard time
dealing with. Help me to see
the light. -- TROUBLED IN
TORONTO

CoillutBrigge
bidding methods then in use cannot
be compared with those of the present day. es en the standards ot that era
were rudely siolated as the biggest.'
fiasco of the match unfolded.
Jacoby's sentipsychie epeeist. heart bid started the ball rolling. The-;
bid was consistent with Jacoby's::
strategy' ot putting constant pressure:.
on the opponents by mixing sound.;
with unsound bids.
-Lenz, suspicious of Jacoby's open--;
ing hid, leaped to three notrump. A:normal one- or two-spde response-:
might have led to a final contract or.;
seven spades, which would have:
been easily made
Uswilling to play notrump with::
his distnbution. Jacoby retreated to::
four hearts. When Lenz persisted in:notrump. Jacoby made another effort.:
to plas in his suit by bidding five:::
hearts. This plea was met by a six-is.
notrump response from Lenz.
Jacoby finally gave up and::
passed, but Culbertson, who had lis-..;
tened with rapt attention to the floun-:.
Jenny sequence of bids, doubled,;
('ulhenson didn't know whether he"
could beat six notrump, but he hoped- to drive Jacoby to ses en hearts.,
where he felt he had him.
The plan worked. Jacoby hid •
sesen. was doubled arid went down one — minus 200. Sexes spades
would Noe scored 2,210 points.
Colberrson pronounced the Official System employed by JacobyLem/ to be at fault. But was it the gun ,
or the man behind the gun? Let the;
reader he the judge.
•
•
•
•

South dealer
Both side, vulnerable.

NORTH (Leru)
• Q 10 3
•A
•A Q 9 7
•A 75 2
EAST
WEST
(Mr. C.)
(Lightner)
•98 5
•6 2
•K6
V 10 3 2
•5 4 3 2
•K.11086
•K 9 8
4(.) 10 3
SOUTH(Jacoby)
•K .1 74
311Q .1 9 it 7 54
•—
4.6 4
lbe bidding:

DEAR TROUBLED: Allow
me to share an insight. Secretive people usually have something to hide. You refer to Jack's
wife as his "former" wife, but
she's not. They are still married, and whether Jack's reason
for maintaining the status quo
is financial or emotional, he's
not ready or willing to cut the
strings.
It's time for a frank talk
with your "wonderful, caring"
lover because he has set a
precedent for what you can
expect in the future. And if
this spells the end of the
romance. I don't think you will
have lost much.

South
i•

West

North

East

Pass
3 NT
Pass
4•
Pass
4 N 1.
Pass
5•
Pass
6 NT
Pass
Pass
Dhle
Pass
Pass
7•
Dble
Opening Icad — nine of spades.
The eighth session of the LenzCulbertson match started on the
es ening of fks. I 7, 1931. with Jo
and Ely Culbenson leading Sidney
Lenz and Oswald Jacoby by 410
points. Ted Lightner wa.s substituted
for Mrs Culbertson. By the time
sesen rubbers had been played. the
Culbertson,' lead was 4.960 points
The most fantastic hand of the
150-rubber match, still incredible
after all these years, took place that
evening. The sequence of bids
employed by Len, and Jacoby defies
logical explanation_ .Although the

40 After noon
42 Alpine calls
44 Exercise power
46 Hosp unit
48 Bookish type
49 Regulation
50 Barred
52 Vaoue amount
54 Zip
55 Nothing special
(h191-1 )
56 Famous last
word
57 Billboards
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otten inside the mouth, making
most topical treatments difficult
to apply because they are "washed
away- by the constant presence
of saliva This means that even
the most effectise treatment often
has to be applied several times a

DEAR DR. (A)TT: In a past
column. you responded to a reader whose daughter suffered from
constant mouth sores You told
her to switch toothpastes and use
Orajel and similar products I
agree with your recommendation
of ()rale' for
short-term
treatment
I. too, suffered
from
canker/cold
sore',
that
never seemed
io end I tried
every remedy
suggested.
including
switching to a
natural toothBy
paste NothDr. Peter Gott ing seemed to
work until I.
on a hunch, stopped eating acidic
foods like orange juice. tomatoes.
strawberries and more Once I
reduced the amount of acid I was
taking in. the problem resolved.
A friend of mine also suffered
from mouth sores, but, becau..e
of acid reflux, already had a limited intake of acidic foods. She
went to her dentist, who told her
to dab original red-gel CloseUp
toothpaste on the sores a few
times a day, especially just before
bed. Within two or three days,
the sores were healed completely.
I hope this helps the young
lady and anyone else who is suffering from these incredibly painful
and unattractive sores
DEAR READER: I have not
heard of either of these remedies
but am printing your letter for
reader interest.
Mouth sores (canker sores, cold
sores, fever blisters) are fairly
common and painful. They are

ly, from the tone of your letter you come across as ngid.
opinionated and controlling.
While you are entitled to your
biases, it you rnan-y an "intelligent and productive worktng
woman.' she should be able to
decide for herself what kind of
jewelry is appropriate
Also. I find it sad that you
would rather keep an expensive heirloom ring hidden in a
safety deposit box than have
your lady enjoy it -- presuming. of course, that it's her taste
and she WOULD enjoy wearing it. So if you're looking for
ammunition in arguing this with
your girlfriend. I'm sorry, but
you have asked the wrong
columnist.

Crosswonls
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Heal mouth sores by
cutting out acidic foods

Man who hates engagement
rings proposes annuity instead
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1 Slangy refusal
4 Party cheese
8 Bowl or saucer
12 Geisha's tie
13 Pleasant
14 Coupling
device
15 Saved on gas
17 Decorated
tinware
19 At home
20 Blissful spot
21 Undermost
23 — Havre
24 Parched
feeling
26 Take a mate
29 Wild ducks
30 Visage
31 Supernatural
being
33 Leisure wear
35 Gym dances
36 Bringing action
37 Cowboy's
affirmative
38 Unwilling
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1 Dynamite
inventor
2 Tolerate
3 Nature outing
4 Finale
5 Prince Harry s
mom
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THAT LITTLE REO HAIRED
GIRL JUST CALLED..

SHE WANTS YOU TO
MEET HER AT THE
PLAYGROUND AND
PUSH HER ON THE
SWINGS

AUGUST
FOOL !
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21 Cheery tune

22
25
27
28

Pluck a banjo
Yes, in Tokyo
Kind of system
— Moines
Iowa
29 Wobbly
30 Silks and
satins
31 Retiring
32 Baltimore bard
33 Mongrels
34 That fellow s
36 Hardly ever
38 Lemon ayuler
39 Vice —
40 Fabric woven
in a crossbarred pattern
41 Whimpers
43 Aware of
45 Humerus
neighbor
46 Winding curve
47 Sorority letter
49 Pa Cartwright
51 Not them
53 I've Gotta Be
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ScholarshipNews
Bradley Cobb, a 2008 graddate of Murray High School. has
been awarded
the John W.
Car r
Scholarship,
Honor
Scholarship
and the Dr.
C.C. Lowry
West Kentucky
Surgical
Scholarship in
Science to attend Murray State
University.
. Named for the first president
Of Murray State University. the
John W. Can Award is available
0) entering freshmen that have
demonstrated exceptional ability. This scholarship may be
renewed for a total of four years
or until completion of undergraduate degree, provided that
specific academic standards are
Met. Applicants must have a
minimum composite ACT score
of 28, and either a 3.75 cumulative GPA or rank in the top 10
percent of their class. Recipients
are also expected to participate
in the university's Honor
Program and are required to
complete five volunteer service
hours per week.
- The Honor Scholarship recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
The Dr. C.C. Lowry West
Kentucky Surgical Scholarship
in Science is available to science
majors who are graduates of a
Kentucky high school.
Bradley is the son of Steve
and Teri Cobb of Murray.
Murray State University is a
c:omprehensive four-year public
university with an enrollment of
10,150 students. A large number

of programs are offered tor students pursuing the baccalaureate
or master's degrees. MSU has
been ranked among the top universities in the country by U.S.
News &
World
Report
America's Best Colleges for 17
consecutive years. in addition to
receiving honors from a number
of other college ranking services
and publications for the quality
of its education and its affordability.

Nail all emphasis on emerging
technology.
Murray State University is a
comprehensive four-year public
university with an enrollment of
10,150 students. A large number
of programs are offered for students pursuing the baccalaureate
or master's degrees. MSU has
been ranked among the top universities in the country by U.S.
News &
World
Report
America's Best Colleges for 17
consecutive years. in addition to
receiving honors from a number
of other college ranking services
and publications for the quality
of its education and its affordability.

Bryan Coles. a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Herman Kelly and Jo Harmon
Ellis Memorial Scholarship and
the Hill Family Agriculture
Scholarship to attend Murray
Nathaniel Craton, a 2006
graduate of Murray High
State University.
The Herman Kelly and Jo School. has been awarded the
Ellis
Memorial Mary
Harmon
Moore
Lassiter
Scholarship is available to stu- Scholarship to attend Murray
dents majoring in agriculture State University.
who have at least a 2.75 CPA.
The Mary Moore Lassiter
Preference is given to agricul- Scholarship is available to busiture business majors and those ness majors who hold a 3.0 CPA
who own or operate a farm. and are active in organizations
Residents of Calloway County, within their field of study.
Ky., or Henry County. Tenn., are Preference is given to residents
preferred, as well as residents of of Calloway and Marshall counJackson
Purchase, ties in Kentucky.
the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Nathaniel is the son of Doug
and residents of surrounding and Vicky Crafton of Murray.
states. Recipients may reapply He is majoring in accounting at
for the scholarship.
Murray State.
The Hill Family Agriculture
Murray State University is a
Scholarship is available to full comprehensive four-year public
time agriculture students, with university with an enrollment of
preference given to Calloway 10,150 students. A large number
County residents. Incoming of programs are offered for stufreshmen with a 2.0 CPA and dents pursuing the baccalaureate
sophomores and juniors with a or master's degrees. MSU has
2.5 CPA are available for the been ranked among the top unischolarship.
versities in the country by U.S.
Bryan is the son of Daryl and News &
World
Report
Karen Coles of Hazel. He is America's Best Colleges for 17
majoring in agriculture science consecutive years, in addition to

receo,ing honors from a number
of other college ranking services
and publications for the quality
of its education and its affordability.
Bryan Craig, a 2006 grad,
ate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Bernice B. and Ethel T. Boyd
Agriculture Scholarship to
attend Murray State University.
The Bernice B. and Ethel T.
Boyd Agriculture Scholarship is
available to students with a
major in agriculture. Preference
is given to graduates of Graves
or Calloway counties.
Bryan is the son of Ken and
Sandy Craig of Hazel. He is
majoring in agriculture systems
technology at Murray State.
Murray State University is a
comprehensive four-year public
university with an enrollment of
10,150 students. A large number
of programs are offered for students pursuing the baccalaureate
or master's degrees. MSU has
been ranked among the top universities in the country by U.S.
News &
World
Report
America's Best Colleges for 17
consecutive years, in addition to
receiving honors from a number
of other college ranking services
and publications for the quality
of its education and its affordability.
Catherine Crass, a 2008
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Honor Scholarship to attend
Murray State University.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
Catherine is the daughter of

Gary and Krista Crass of
Murray. She is majoring in premedicine at Murray State.
Murray State University is a
comprehensive four-year public
university with an enrollment of
10,150 students. A large number
of programs are offered for students pursuing the baccalaureate
or master's degrees. MSU has
been ranked among the top universities in the country by U.S.
World
Report
News &
America's Best Colleges for 17
consecutive years, in addition to
receiving honors from a number
of other college ranking services
and publications for the quality
of its education and its affordability.
Madeah Daubed. a 2008
graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded the
Girl
Scout
Award and the
Mabel Garrett
Pullen
Freshman
Agriculture
Scholarship to
attend Murray
State
University.
The
Girl
Scout Award is given to recipients of the Girl Scout Gold
Award.
The Mabel Garrett Pullen
Freshmen
Agriculture
Scholarship is awarded to entering freshmen students pursuing
an agriculture-related career.
Madeah is the daughter of
George and Diane Daubert of
Murray. She is majoring in
agribusiness at Murray State.
Murray State University is a
comprehensive four-year public
university with an enrollment of

10.150 students. A large nunihcl
of programs are offered for stu
dents pursuing the baccalaureati
or master's degrees. MSU has
bee, ranked among the top universities in the country by U.S.
World
Report
News &
America's Best Colleges for 17
consecutive years. in addition to
receiving honors from a number
of other college ranking service,
and publications for the quality
of its education and its affordability.
Lindsay Dean. a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Honor Scholarship to attend
Murray State University.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
Lindsay is the daughter of
David and Camy Dean of Hazel
Murray State University is
comprehensive four-year public
university with an enrollment of
10.150 students. A large number
of programs are offered for students pursuing the baccalaureate
or master's degrees. MSU has
been ranked among the top universities in the country by U.S.
News &
World
Report
America's Best Colleges for 17
consecutive years. in addition to
receiving honors from a number
of other college ranking services
and publications for the quality
of its education and its affordability.
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All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming 'Readers
Choice 2008 section, were asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers toteak houses, we want to know who
your favorites are! To add you; votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and serpd It tous before wed., Aug, 20th at 5 p.m,
TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICiPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED INTO A
RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
'SLIM

N/1(0

I
Favorite Place to Get Catfish

Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Caterer

ta,oritt Plio!ography Studio

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite Chinese Restaurant

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Florist
Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Bookstore

Favorite Place To Get A Burger

FEIN orite Auto Dealer
Favorite Optometrist
Favorite Furniture Store

Favorite Steak House

¶sift!. to401<

Favorite Gift Shop
Favorite Cable Provider

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Video Rental

Favorite Place To Get A friiiimbake

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Golf Course

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Place Tir Eat Buffet

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Oil Change Service
Favorite Fitness Center
Favorite Hair Salon
Favorite Framing Store
Favorite Barber Shop
Favorite Carpet Store
Favorite DentbS
Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Tinning Salon
Favorite Place To Get Fast Food

Favorite Orthodontist
Favorite Towing Service
Favorite Bank

Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking
Favorite FamnUy Practitioner

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Favorite Bank Teller
Favorite After 5 Hangout

Maim on. halt name of Rani

Favorite Coffee Home

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Place To Get Pizza

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Gas Station

Favorite Radio Personality

Favorite Ladies Clothing

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Consignment Shop

Favorite insurance Agency

Favorite Clothing Store

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo copies of ballots will not be accepted.
Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special "Best of Calloway County
Readers" Choice 2008" section published in October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:

Name
Phone

LED
RRAG
Y ER &TIMES
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 Whltriell Ave., Murray, KY

CONTEST RULES:
1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible 2. Entries must be received
by this newspaper before 5 p m on Wed. Aug, 20th 3. Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing Decision of newspape'
is final 4. At least 10 categories must be filled in for your ballot to be valid and counted. 5. All entries should contain the name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6. Entries must include full name & phone number to be valid & counted.
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WILDCAT FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

RACER FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP

MSU preps
to end
preseason
practices
PREP DAYS FOR
LAMBUTH COME ON
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State football team
wrapped up its second week of preseason practice as the team went through
a 90 minute workout Saturday afternoon on the turf at Stewart Stadium.
"I really liked today. The offense
put together a couple of
real good drives in the
end in the scrimmage
period," said MSU coach
Matt Griffin. "The
defense really bowed up
an the redzone and
stopped them twice. It
Griffin
was great to see both
sides compete right to
the end.
"They did a great job and they can
sleep a little in the morning, go to
church, align the moon and the stars
a little bit and get ready to finish of
camp on Monday and Tuesday."
The first-team offense mounted a
drive in their only possession during
the scrimmage period as quarterback
Jeff Ehrhardt and wide receiver Patrick
Robertson connected on three receptions that resulted in first downs. The
defense stiffened in the red zone and
stopped the offense as Tamar Butler
•See RACERS,2B

Today
Racer fall camp football practice
The Murray State football team will be conducting its final scrimmage of preseason practice
tonight The scnrnmage will begin at 7 p m The
team will utilize game officials as well as the
play clock

RACER sbCCER
ROUNDUP

MSU
falls to
Bears
RACERS RETURN HOME
TO PLAY IN SEASONOPENER FRIDAY
By MSU Sports Information
MACON,GA. — The Murray State
Women's Soccer team played in very
hot conditions Saturday in Macon. Ga.
iq an exhibition match with the Mercer Bears. MSU came up short in a
2-1 final and now returns home to
prepare for Friday's season opener.
Murray State's goal came with the
Racers trailing 1-0 in
the 63rd minute. Katie
Wilson set up Rebekah
Clay who scored with
a left foot kick to knot
the match at 1-1.
The Racers had some
_
_j other scoring chances in
the remaining 27 minClay
utes but could not take
the lead.
Mercer scored goals
in the 6th and 72nd
minute for the 2-1 final.
"Today was a good
opportunity for us to see
what we have to work
on before next Friday,"
Acreman
MSU Head Coach Beth
Acreman said. "We have to find the
same mentality that we had last year,
that is playing as hard as we can
until the final whistle blows."
"There were some outstanding contributions today from both of our goalkeepers, Tara Isbell and Katrina
Goscha," Acreman added. "Melisa
Curry, Sophie Hargreaves, Nicole
Evans, and Jenna Fioranelli had outstanding contributions too."
Isbell made eight saves in the first
half, while Katrina Goscha made five
saves in the second half.
The Racers season opener with Belmont is Friday at 3 p.m. at Cutchin
Field.
Acreman has specific goals to accomplish before then.
"We need to be tactically savvy
and play to what the opponent gives
us," Acreman said. "All of our new
players will learn a lot from this exhibition."

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times

University of Kentucky's Dicky Lyons Jr. waits for a play to be called in during the Wildcats' 35-28 victory over Florida State at this past
year's Music City Bowl in Nashville, Tenn.

CLASS CLOWN LyoNs GROWING INTO

T

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
he butterflies still get
Dicky Lyons Jr.
Even now, as a seasoned veteran on a team
desperate for leadership,
the Kentucky senior wide
receiver tends to drift off from time
to time, wrapped up in all the things
that encompass being Dicky.
"I'll help you all day and then
I'll see, a butterfly and I'll start following that and you'll going to have
to drag me back." he said. "It's definitely a team thing and that's what
I made sure these guys know."
Call it Dicky being Dicky.
The laid-back Lyons. whose father
starred for the Wildcats in the 1960s.
has spent the majority of his time
with Big Blue serving as class clown
instead of class president.
Things are different these days.
The teammate who had trouble staying out of trouble is now the one
helping lead the team through drills.
The kid whose You Tube-worthy
receptions were joined by You Tubeworthy antics is the one in meetings
speaking up when necessary.
"He woke up over this past offseason," defensive end Jeremy Jarmon said. "A couple years prior, if
you went up and talked to Dicky
he'd probably tell you he wasn't
practicing as hard as he could. Dicky's
lost about 10-15 pounds. he's doing
great. He's doing everything the coaches ask of him."
It hasn't always been easy. When
offensive coordinator Joker Phillips

LEADERSHIP ROLE

I have a tendency to
start working and then

drift off and forget what
I'm supposed to do.

y

—Dicky Lyons Jr.
UK senior wide receiver on his
attitude during practice for the
Wildcats
eil,.ouraged Lyons to take on a more
vocal role after the departure of seniors Keenan Burton, Steve Johnson
and Jacob Tamme, Lyons agreed even
though he wondered if he was up to
the job.
"I have a tendency to start working and then drift off and forget
what I'm supposed to do." Lyons
said. "That's what happened in the
spring. I had to ask the younger guys
to keep me focused."
Leadership has never been a problem on game days. Lyons has become
one of the most explosive players in
the Southeastern Conference over the
years, averaging 13.8 yards per catch
while hauling in 16 touchdowns, putting him on pace to finish among
Kentucky's all-time leaders in touchdown receptions.
"On Saturday's when we strap it
up and we're out there scrimmaging, he's a guy that is going to die
for what he's doing," Jarmon said.
If he doesn't die laughing first.
MICHAEL DANN
Ledger & Times
Lyons' comic timing hasn't been Kentucky head coach Rich Brooks talks with Dicky Lyons Jr inbelost on his coaches or the adininis- tween plays during the Music City Bowl in January Lyons
finished
with seven catches for 56 yards and a touchdown in the 25-28 win.
II See LYONS,2B

Savor the
flavor
TENNESSEE SNAPPER LOVING NFL
CARRER THAT NEARLY WASN'T

Abby Gibson, 10, recently competed in the FIVB Kid's
Triathlon at Bob Noble Park in Paducah. Gibson placed
Third overalt in her age division, receiving a trophy and
a medal. Gibson is a fifth grader at Murray Middle School
-and a member of the Murray youth swim team.

iii Lyons
From Page 1B
tration. The school has launched
-The Daily Dicky," on the team's
Web site that serves as an ongoing video diary in the life of
Lyons.
Not that there's much to it.
Recent entries include listening
to Lyons wax on about how he
likes his ankles taped to watching him try — unsuccessfully
to dump freshman defensive
back Winston Guy into a cold
tub.
; 'The show might not be ready
ftor prime time, but Lyons says
the Wildcats are following backto-back 8-5 seasons that ended
stiith: a win in the Music City
Bowl.
• 'Kentucky's always had one
or two good years from time to
time," Lyons said. "We want to
show that it's going to be a
year-to-year thing and we can
sustain it and compete for championships."
Getting the ball to Lyons can
only help. Though he's proven
to have a flair for the spectacular, Lyons points out that 45
percent of his 50 receptions last
season game on third down.
With Burton, Tamme and Johnson all gone and the rest of the
team's
receivers
largely
unproven, Lyons knows he has
to be the glue for sophomore
quarterback Mike Hartline, he

of the six career pass attempts.
"I'm ready to step into that
role and show my skills as a
player," Lyons said. "You always
want as many balls as you can
get. I always say that I caught
every ball that ever came to me,
so just throw as many as you
want."
It's an invitation Hartline
eagerly accepts.
"Who doesn't want a guy like
Dicky to throw to?" Hartline
said. "He's a guy that just tries
to go out there and make plays
and lead by example."
That example now extends
far beyond just between the lines,
even if it's going to take some
getting used to for both Lyons
and the guys who spent the last
few years laughing at his jokes.
"Yeah, he's still a silly guy,"
Jarmon said. "But when he does
tend to say something and be
serious, guys know that if Dicky
is saying something, then it really must be a problem because
he's not going to be the guy
that's going to get up and say
'Hey, I've got a problem with
this.' If he gets up and says it,
someone should have already said
it."
Now when Lyons talks, his
teammates listen just as much
as they laugh.
One-liners, one-handed grabs
and one-on-one pep talks? Hey,
that's just Dicky being Dicky.

By 'TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- - Snapping the football for
field goals and punts isn't one of the NFL's glamorous jobs.
Imagine playing with your head down looking back through
your legs with opponents shoving to reach the kicker. One
bad snap can spell unemployment.
Ken Amato, who waited nearly five years after finishing
college before making an NFL team, couldn't be happier.
"That's a great feeling. You walk out there, and it's a
great place to play here in Tennessee. The fans are awesome. It's loud. It's a great football atmosphere, so it's an
amazing feeling," Amato said.
So is Amato's journey from his hometown of Miami to
Montana State and finally the Tennessee Titans. The kid
who learned how to long snap while playing Pop Warner
now is prepping for what will be his sixth NFL season having worked with veteran punter Craig Hentrich and All Pro
kicker Rob Bironas.
Hentrich, a two-time Pro Bowler and 14-year veteran,
called Amato a great athlete but said it took some getting
used to the left-handed snapper back in 2003.
"It doesn't sound like a lot but the opposite spin on the
ball makes you think about it a little bit. Once I got used
to it, it's great. He gets the ball back 15 yards to me in
about .6 seconds, which gives me more time to do what
I've got to do before I kick it," Hentrich said.
"He's been great for me. He's had a couple bad snaps
in a game, nothing that's ever hurt us. He's very reliable,
and the only thing that's happened the last couple years is
he's gotten hurt a couple times. That's obviously not his
fault. He comes back from them strong."
Amato started long snapping in Pop Warner. He played
cornerback, safety and linebacker in high school but was
small enough coming out that he didn't receive an offer to
college. A former teammate helped lure him to Moorpark
Junior College in California where he hurt a knee ligament
and stuck around by long snapping.
He landed a scholarship to Montana State where he played
two years, then spent two years helping coaches with video
and other work before moving back to Miami and working
with juveniles on probation. He stayed in shape in a flag
football league where he had to snap the ball back up to
15 yards to the quarterback and watched the Dolphins in
training camp a few times.
"1 thought 1 can do that, at least I thought so. But at
that point, I had moved on with my life. I had a full-time
job. It was just kind of a blessing when it all did happen,"
Amato said.
The Carolina Panthers called in May 2002 but needed a
roster spot at Amato's expense. The Panthers signed him
again in February 2003 only to run into more injuries and
cut him in June. The Titans signed him on Aug. 12, 2003,
and he now has played in 61 games with 31 special teams
tackles.
Coach Jeff Fisher, a former punt returner himself who
prizes special teams, values Amato's accuracy on snapping
for field goals and punts.
"He's athletic, and he's made some goal-line stops for us,
played short yardage for us, played linebacker in the preseason for us. He's a snapper that can do more than just
snap. He can go down and make the tackle. He wants to
play on all four special teams or six rather. We can't risk
that," Fisher said.

Titans give a few
players the day off

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Despite his antics and off the field trouble, Lyons given the
Wildcats a steady dose of good catches and leadership.

NASHVILLE. lean.(AP)
-- Titans rookie receiva
Lavelle Hawkins is wearing
a walking boot on his left
ankle, and coach Jeff Fisher said an MRI exam showed
a sprain that likely will keep
him out of Tennessee's third
exhibition at Atlanta.
But the rookie said he's
a fast healer and hopes to
return quickly enough to play
Friday night. Hawkins caught
two passes for a team-high
70 yards in the Titans' 1716 win over(kland, includ-

ing a 51-yard touchdown for
his first in the NFL..
Cornerback Nick Harper
missed Sunday's practice and
has not worked out since
suffering a concussion in the
Titans' preseason opener.
Fisher said he expected that
Harper would practice Monday.
Linebacker Keith Bulluck
sat out with an injured fight
calf, and Fisher said it was
too early to know if Bulluck will play against Atlanta.

NAS(' 1.R

Edwards closes in on Busch with win at Michigan
BROOKLYN, Mich. (AP)
— Carl Edwards looked in his
mirrors and saw the guy he
had to beat.
With two laps remaining and
one final restart coming up in
Sunday's NASCAR Sprint Cup
race at Michigan International
Speedway, Kyle Busch — the
only driver that Edwards trails
in the points — was right on
his rear bumper.
Edwards said he thought

about the race last month at to his fifth win of the season. a big lead in the regular-seaChicagoland Speedway when
And Edwards hopes that's son points, Edwards, who turned
Busch passed two-time reign- just a preview of what's com- 29 on Friday, has kept the
ing Cup champion Jimmie John- ing up in the Chase for the youngster in sight.
son after a late-race restart for championship.
When the 12-man Chase
one of his season-high eight
"We're winning races," begins next month at New
victories.
Edwards said. "We're gearing Hampshire, all of the eligible
"I just didn't want to have up for the Chase. I'm feeling drivers will be seeded, with
to go through the pain, so I stronger than ever. We're here 10 bonus points added to their
just did everything I could to to win championships. That's base total of 5.000 for each
have the best restart I could, what we're shooting for."
victory. Edwards lost one 10and it worked out great,"
With just three races remain- point bonus because of a penalEdward said after racing away ing until the start of the 10- ty early in the season, but
race Chase, Edwards closed the would still be just 40 points
gap on series leader Busch behind Busch if the Chase began
with his second victory in the next week.
last three races. Edwards also
"The greatest part is we did• Higher pay AND more miles
completed a rare weekend n't give up more bonus points
sweep on the 2-mile Michigan to Kyle," Edwards said. "He's
• Nearly 2/3 of drivers get home
oval, adding the win in the just so strong Every time I
daily or weekly
3M Performance 400 to a vic- win and he finishes second that's
tory Saturday in the Nation- really a 20-point spread for us.
• Company-provided training
wide Series event.
That's what we have to keep
available
While the 23-year-old Busch doing, is to try and win the
has had a great season, win- next three events and go into
schnaideriebs corn
SCHkEIDER.
ning eight times and building this Chase on even ground.$4101444111111 • 4404 547 1433
MA

NO EXPERIENCE? NO PROBLEM.

Murray Ledger & Times-

-SI'CORE Ell CIP A FPED

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody-oan protect your AUTO
arty better Mae we awe211 S t2tk-St *Murray KY'. ra)-Ittf.

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct 013
Tampa Bay
75 48 610
-71 53 573 412
Boston
New York
91.2
66 58 532
Toronto
64 60 51611 1.2
Baltimore
60 63 488
15
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
70 53 569
Minnesota
70 53569
—
Detroit
60 64 48410 12
14
Cleveland
56 67455
Kansas City
55 69 44415 1.2
West Division
114 L Pct GB
Los Angeles
76 46 623
—
Texas
62 63 49615 12
Oakland
56 67 45520 12
Seattle
46 77 37430 112

Sunday's Games
Baltimore 16 Detroit 8
NV Yankees IS, Kansas City 6
Cleveland 4 LA Angels 3
Toronto 15. Boston 4
Minnesota it, Seattle 8
Chicago White Sox 13, Oakland 1
Tampa Bay 7, Texas 4
Monday's Games
Boston (Lester 11-4) at Baltimore
(Guthrie 10-8) 6.05 p.m
L.A. Angels (Garland 11-7) at Tampa
Bay (Sonnanstine 12-6), 6- 10 pm
Detroit (Rogers 8-10) at Texas
Feidman 4-5), 7-05 P.m
Oakland (Duchscherer 10-8) al
Minnesota (Blackburn 9-61. 7 10 p m
Seattle (Washburn 5-12) at Chicago
While Sox (Buehrie 10-10). 7 11 pm
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Hochevar 6-11) at
Cleveland (Reyes 3-2), 6 05 p
Boston (Matsuzaka 14-2) at Baltimore
(D Cabrera 8-7) 6-05 p.m
N V Yankees (Rasner 5-9) at Toronto
(Burnett 15-9), 6-07 p m
LA Angels (E Santana 13-5) at Tampa
Bay (Shields 10-71. 6.10 p.m
Detroit (Galarraga 11-4) at Texas
(Padilla 12-6), 7 05 p.m
Oakland (Gallagher 4-5) at Minnesota
(Slowey 9-6). 7 10 p m
Seattle (F Hernandez 7-7) at Chicago
White Sox (Richard 0-2), 711 pm

National League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
• L Pct GB
68 56 548
—
New York
Philadelphia
66 58 532
2
64 61 512 4 1.2
Florida
Atlanta
56 68 452
12
44 81 35224 12
Washington
Central Dtvision
W
L Pet GB
76 48 613
Chicago
71 54 568 5
Milwaukee
70 57 551 7 1,2
St Louis
63 61 506
Houston
13
Pittsburgh
55 69 444
21
Cincinnati
55 7044027 1;2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
64 60 516
Anzona
64 60 516
Los Angeles
57 69 452
Colorado
8
San Francisco
52 71 42311 112
'76387
16
San Diego
48

Sunday's Games
Chicago Cubs 9 Florida 2
Cincinnati 7, St Louis 3
N Y Mets 4, Pittsburgh 0
San Francisco 3, Atlanta 1
Colorado 7, Washington 2
Houston 3. Anzona 0
L A Codgers 7, Milwaukee 5
Philadelphia 2, San Diego 1
Monday's Games
NY Mets (Maine 10-7) at Pittsburgh
(Mahoim 8-7) 1135 a m
San Francisco (Zito 6-15) at Atlanta
(Campollo 7-5). 3:35 p m.
Houston (Wolf 8-10) at Milwaukee
(Sabathia 7,
0). 7 05 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Washington (Bergmann 2-9) at
Philadelphia (Blanton 6-12), 606 p.m.
Atlanta (Reyes 3-9) at N.Y. Mets
(01 Perez 9-71.6 10 p.m.
Houston (Moehlea 8-4) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 11-6), 7-05 p.m
Cincinnati (Cue*,8-11) at Chicago
Cubs (Harden 8-2). 705 P.m
Pittsburgh (Snell 4-10) at St Louis
(Looper 11-9). 7 15 p m
San Diego (Banks 3-5) at Arizona
(Davis 4-7). 840 p m.
Colorado (Jwnenez 8-11) at LA
Dodgers (Kuroda 7-8), 910 p m.
Florida (Nolasco 11-7) at San Francisco
(Correia 2-6), 915 p.m.

SportsBriefs
MI Reserved Tickets for Murray High Tiger Football are currently on
sale at Murray High School. Previous years ticket holders may purchase their same seats between Aug 181h- Sept 2. September 3 all tickets unclaimed will be available to the general public. Contact David
Fields a 753-5202 or david.fields murraykyschools.us for more information.
II The 2006 Calloway County High School football team, cheerleaders, band, dance team, voileyball team and middle school football and
cheerleaders will kick off the season with the annual Meet the Lakers
event on Thursday, Aug. 21 at 6:30 p.m. at Jack Rose Stadium.
Hamburgers and hot dogs will be served with all coaches, athletes and
band members to eat free. Tickets for parents and other guests will be
$5. The Touchdown Club will be selling memberships, T-shirts and other
Laker merchandise. The public is invited to attend.
• The 2nd Annual Eagle Open tennis tournament will be held Aug.
22-23 at the local courts in Graves County/Mayfield. Play is open for
youth to senior players. Please contact Kim Simmons at(270) 247-2515
for more information or an entry form.

•The 16-inch NSA co-ed state will be held on Sept. 1 at Tie Breaker
Park in Hopkinsville. Contact Mickey Blue for more information at (270)
454-3425.

•Racers
From Page 18
shot through the middle break
up a short pass over the middle on fourth and short.
The second-team offense
took their turn and started to
drive down the field before
corner back Dexter Durrante
intercepted a pass and raced
73 yards down the sideline for
a touchdown.
The team will return to the
field on Monday as they will
conduct a pair of practices.
The first day of classes is
Wednesday and we will take
that day off to give them an
opportunity to get everything
straightened out and in line
and make sure they know where
they are going and what they
are doing." said Griffin. "We
will use Thursday and Friday
as Lambuth prep days."
The Racers open the 2008
season on Thursday. Aug. 28
as they play host to Lambuth.
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m. at
Stewart Stadium.
gillieTiraii
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SPORTS
TITANS ROUNDUP

2B • Monday, August 18, 2008

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916
LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Lindy Soifer

rim Ali 608 Ma
TV, radio
TODAY
LITTLE LEAGUE
3 p.m.
ESPN — World Series, pool play
round, Willemstad. Curacao vs Emitia,.
Italy, at Williamsport. Pa
5 p.m.
ESPN2 — World Series, pool play
round, Tampa. Fla vs Shelton, Coon,
at Williamsport Pa
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Houston at Milwaukee
NFL FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN — Preseason. Cleveland
N
Giants
OLYMPICS
4 p.m.
CNBC
Boxing. 54kg. 57kg, arid
9Ikg. at Besing (same-day tape(
S p.m.
OXY — Equestrian team lumping
finals: gymnastics at &ming (sameday tape)
7 p.m.
NBC — SAME-DAY TAPE gymnas •
tics, individual event Gold Medal finals,
men's rings, -vault. women's uneven
bars, track 8 held Gold Medal finals.
men's steeplechase, 40Orn hurdles.
long jump women's: pole vault LIVE:
women's beach vo)leyball, semifinals.
SAME-DAY TAPE women's gymnastics, trampoline Goid Medal finals. at
Baiting
11 p.m.
CNBC — Wrestling, freest* 554
and 6089. table tennis, singles, first
round at Beijing
11:35 p.m.
NBC — Men's diving, springboard
semifinal. track 8 field Gold Medal
hnals. women's 800m discus throw.
women's beach volleyball, semifinals
at Beijing (delayed tape)
1 8.111
USA — LIVE women's basketball.
quarterfinals, canoeing, women's handball, quarterfinals: DELAYED TAPE.
wornen's beach volleyball, semifinals.
table tennis singles. first round,
women's water polo semifinals
cycling, track Gold Medal finals. at
Beijing
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First Day - 20
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Fax 753-1927
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to ((RN

8
2
6

132 027 as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray. Kentucky, will hold. Public
hearing on August 21, 2004 at 630 pm, an the Council Chambers. City Hall
Building, 104 N 5th Street, Murray. Kentucky to hear comments from the public
regardir.g proposed 2008 tax rates on real property
As required by state law, this notice includes the following information
Tax Rate Per 8100
Revenue
Assessed N'aivation
Expected
it Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced
82357,421
3844
i21 Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

.3764

$2.535.366

(3, Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

3619

82.437.697

14) Revenue Expected from New
Property

3764

$83,638

i5) Revenue Expected
from Personal Property'

3927

8353,824

The Coy of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax late by levying•
tax rate of 8 3764 which will be spent in the public safety departments of City
government
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF
THIS ADVERISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN
H. Thomas Rushing Mayor

BUSINESS di SERVICE DIRECT*
The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing.
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Munay, KY
42071. No phone calls.

Complete

Formal Wear Headquarter,

INSURANCE

tabP4)11

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policv Pay 100% of
the Deductibles,

Limousines & Vans
mania*

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

304 Meta420714mor.....hp
St.
210.41)11 IOUS
Diener Iff
I 611F-X74737
,risrsaars

Al Omer.Itsmireseties • Airport Sernee• Candid Dims

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024.in Part A, $135 on
Part B Call me for more information
FILJNG FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM

Interested applicants must apply by
resume only: interview.c will be granted to

- PREPLANNING

*MEDICARE

qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot

SUPPLEMENTS*

interviews will be conducted.

Avoid inflationary cost

8- COMPANIES TO

SCO

•••=11.

o(t

aur.
ickivid
for-

tadarid
lam
tars
urn
and
I be
tier

lug.
for
5/5

iker
'70)

q.Y.

Ind-

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using th:s
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

By Appt. only.

759-9778
227-7413

wfth kids?

Wanted:
Male
o
female roommate. No
pets. $300 and half utilities. 2 car garage and
pool
included.
Furnished or unfurnished bedroom. Call
270-293-6405.

FEMALE Fawn Pug
named Chloe lost in
the Irvin Cobb Road
area Reward. Please
call 293-6091.
FOUND. Black male
lab, big male red
haired dog. Found
near 1536 Wriahl Rd.
and Winterset Ln.
pleither dog has a coil*. 753-7129
$100 Reward' 5
-9,ar old. neutered
'ale cat "Sparky'
white with grey/black
4Iotchos Lost July
SOth, southeast end of
town. 753-0273.
;LOST: Female 50-60lb yellow dog, 9-years
'old. curled tail, no-collar. answers to Taz,
New Concord area.
Reward. 436-2718
LOST:CHOCOLATE
;lab, 2 yrs. old, white on
'chest, knot on his
head. 270-519-0286,

Wintbd

DISCLAIMER
When asce.sing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local yob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the iobnetwork.coni
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please :all
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank sou
Now hiring talented,
energetic licensed cosmetologist and massage therapist We
offer great employee
For more
benefits
;information please call
767-0760

Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply al;
Wee Care
109S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
'LPN/RN Busy medical
office. Four days a
week. Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N.
Murray. KY 42071.
759-1215-fax.
Must
include references.
OTR flat bed position
available Dallas Mavis
terminal Dresden TN
731-414-1626
POS Touch Screen
Systems. Restaurantbars- retail- stores.
Salary plus commission. 436-5933
RESPONSIBLE :ride
vidual(s) for full time
employment.
Crew
Chief and Rodman
positions open. Self
starter. Must be physically able to walk distances and work in all
outdoor
conditions
References required.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 308. Murray, KY
42071
SPORTABLE
offers
Sooreboards
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
ana goals

ma'am-

using small hand
reading
tools and
are
schematics
required
WI%

Successful candidates
are
self-motivated.
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality
of their work
Salary is commensurate with expenence
S portable
Scoreboards offers a
competitive comprehensive benefit pack106
Apply at
age
Max Hurt Drive. Murray
or direct resume to
mfg recrultingescor
aboard 1.com

(

till Stephens or sks.hlvt

1

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
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NOW taking applica

Word To Net

I

Wow To.

and all shirts. Apply
in

person

at Sonic

Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
home
environment
Autobcnd accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or 270753-7031
Housecleaning
270-759-9553
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

Brathaven of Benton is currently accepting applications tor the following position RN's afternoon
shift We offer competitive wage, and an excellent
benefit package Must be bccn‘ed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in person at Britthasen of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
Position reports to the Senior Vice President &
Chief Financial Officer and under that direction.
is responsible for assisting in the preparation.
reporting, and management of the financial affairs
of the agency Qualifications. Bachelors degree in
accounting from accredited collegemnisersity.
working knowledge of accounting principle,.
computer skills in spreadsheets, bookkeeping and
word processing Minimum salary: 529.027/y1
Send resume to: Anne Thurman. VP for Human
Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway. Paducah. KY 42003 7901 Open until
filled FOE

Computirs

COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

MOM

759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call

Larry

753-3633
BUYING

Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
227-6004

Ankles
For SW

ikupJiances

FOR Sale. 48 couches, oversized chairs,
entertainment centers.
coffee tables, end
tables and headboards. Bulk sale or
ind:vidual sales welcome Make an offer,
selling cheap Call
270 759-3003.

LARGE
SELECTION

Pictorial f- arruly,
rfitgi4 r BOoIs !Of

sale 'Gteat tot
-

-Call'759-4938

-SCRAP
CARS
PAGENT Prom
;
size 0 hot pink cotton
candy color, strapless.
(270) 293-3403
SONY Flat Panel TV's

Adidas
For Sale
CHICKENS for sale
437-4295
ELECTRIC (
OR
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
A beautiful
SALE
machine ready to help
save the environment
and eliminate expenses To see pictures and
complete description,
e-mail
Hart Obelisouth net or call Hail
Barnett 270-362-8483
or 270-632-0016
Armstrong
FLUTEModel 104, excellent
condition
$299.
(262)490-4692

II II 11 UI U

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:
Nice home outside of city limits,
on at east 1 acre (preferably more),
with 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths, minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(sYoutbuildings).
Excellent references.

1

320
[ liartmerds FOf Real

Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Best
XBR
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery 8 set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
aetion.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
YAMAHA Piano, great
condition. Call
753-9235 after 5pm

;LI Iii ii9,11 r. I

II III

Large
studio
apt.
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
1303
remodeled
Street
Chestnut
$675/mo.
Includes
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.
Id ,

II

NOW LEASING

I 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

N I,

Call (270)293-9800
or (270)293-7511

1BR $275 3BR $500
753-5731

Garden/Essex
CallowayAG
paaients
rld
x Downs

All fine ads
placed in our
paper are posted
on our website
for free!

1505 Diuguld Drise • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application,
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

°

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

6051

•

....I St

IB

Hones For RIM

(270) 753-1713
2BR. $295.
753-6012

MAIN STREET

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h,
Murray

Electronic/circuit

Scoreboard

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

tions for all positions

We are in search of full
time, day shift employees to fill positions in
1)
areas
these
board repair, some
experience required 2)

Responsible for coordination of community based
services for adults and children. Assist consumer
to gain access to and receive as needed social.
medical. educational, vocational and other
direct/indirect services as directed.
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelors degree in human
services. I year expenence, a %altd KY driver,
license and safe record, must also, pass background check. Send resume to: Anne Thurman.
VP for Human Resources. Four Risers Behavioral
health. 425 Broadway. Paducah., KY 42001
Open until filled. FOE

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

CASE MANAGER

Antiques 1i Glassware

DO you love working

CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

LERBLER&TIMES

ESTATE TAG SALE

-

Dallas WilloughbY
Pre-Arrangement Special,

FURNISHINGS

Big Sale
New 8 Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270)761-7653
TOP Quaid),
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors

603 Main St
753-6361
Roble Norms For Sale
2001 Fleetwood Eagle
16x80. 3BR. 2BA, new
carpet. comes with 2
decks, service pole.
underpinning Must be
moved $18.200 obo
270-623-6858 or
270-970-2817.
98 Fairmont 16x80. 3
BR. 2 BA. vinyl siding.
Northern ins. nice
270-489-2525
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
you can
available
qualify for $0 down
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL.
731-564-9429.

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available Close to
MSU College Farm
Apts. 978-1123
I BR apt various loacations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid no pets.
$250,'mo 767-9037
2 BR. 2 BA duplex.
very nice with mtercom
system, walking distance from MSU, all
appliances included.
handicap accessible
No pets.. $650,
753-5344.
duplex.
2BR
'IBA
Appliances,
1304
Peggy Ann Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259

ille

sets For Rent

Read ;
All About
It!

2BRS 3BR apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets 753-2905
3 BR house. C/11/A 1,
2. 8 3 BR Apt
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694
3 BR, 2 BA, all appliances furnished, nice.
541 Bailey Rd. $675
plus deposit. Call
270-841-1599
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
BEAUTIFUL country 2
BR apartment wrth
horse stalls available
$575 489-2741

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management

2BR duplex, nice
C,1-1,A appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

SUBSCRIBE

1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU Coleman
RE 753-9898.

Services available

subscribe lo trs•

LEDGER&TIMES
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Horne Delivery
Local Mail
(snood
33
as.
--SAM
6 M.-...-555.101
1 yr.--...$1115.119 6...--.-363.41
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Rest of KY/TN
Morrow & Ilecheasel
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Al Ofter Mel
Saimerigaleas
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Call 761-7355
WW0.1comentotienalty cora
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Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

DUPLEX. 2 BR. 1 BA.
all apliances furnished
$500. deposit
References required
761-4402 or 227-7865

Email us at
mItemurns4sdpiroxn

Murray Ledger & Times

P.O. Box

1640

Murray, KY 42071

or call (2701 753-1916
•

I

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Monday, August 18, 2808

Perlis
NOW Leasing at The
MurrayChase at
Offering fully furnished
apanments with nee,
living room furniture
and pedestal beds
utilities included with
cap
Log
onto
wee, myownapartmerit corn Of Mil 270
759-3003 tor additional
information
TOWNHOUSES for
rent 3 or 4 bedroom,
2.5 bath. 1.400 aq,
washeedryer, refrigerator oven, stove, dishwasher 3 BR $630, 4
BR $800. No pets.
Security deposit WOO.
1217 N 16th St.,
Murray 270-348-0458.
Close
to
MSU.
Meadowlark
Townhouses.
Fa Reel
Of 2 bedroom house
in country Appliances
furnished, Central H/A
5575 00 a month, on*
year lease, one month
deposit. no pets Cali
753-2905

2 BR house, 1 1/2
blocks from Universey.
$425 753-5992
2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray.
753-4109.
3 Br, 2 Ba, on quiet
street across from city
park in Hazel. C/H/A,
appliances. $550 pais
deposit
Not pets.
References required
753-1059.
ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N 38R,
IBA
with
32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
pets
Lease $600
month. 270-753-1718.

STORAGE building
40a40, gas heat. ewe
laled, located 4061/2
Sunbury Circle Murray.
$300/rnonth Cal
Carlos Mack
(270)436-2935

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!

AKC Shih Tzu puppies, vet checked,
wormed, first shots.
beautiful colors/markInge, 5 female, 1 male,
$300ea. 270-7531059. 270-227-2264.
Corgi puppies, child
friendly, had shots, registered, $400.
270-205-5784.
DOG Obedience
438-2858,
MALE Daseend puppies, 7 weeks old,
wormed & first shots
red smooth, short
haired. 378-5711
tads
Keeling square strew
and hay always.
DeiNery possible.
(270)564-2208
(2713)858-3257

Cir
je 121

Loretta Jobs Realtors'
753-1492

1-1111L&I
Ilots

2
MURRAY Estates, 3
BR,
2,5
BA,
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre ice
7 67-2246.
REDUCE Dl
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
doubt* garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp.
$248,500.00. Cat
753-2905 or 293-6595

'At"bw=

We will knowmeav wow* any
advertumq tar reef estate vrhAtt
▪ flotIr voantlean ot the Uot AU
are heathy knitweard
arivertied aor
available on an equal opportunity bows

r,11-dweilinp

2ER,
28A,
500
Chantilly
Drive
Appliances included
New flooring installed
Isso• st". RI 21S thioughout. Fenced
,1. backyard.
Murray
Y
270-293-6771
,
Lifo
76,i
270
4 BR, 2 BA brick house
or' 38 ease. Large
OIL RENTALS
family room with fireplace,
basement.
MINI-STORAGE
Toward New Concord
720 S. 4TH ST.
Carew xf 121S. a Gloried' $82000.
731-844-0783.
Ian)$25 10115 1411
(270143e-1524
(270) 203-6905
MURFIAY Store and
Lock presently has
units avaitabie.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
GATESSOROUGH, 2
homes, FS00.
4/3/3, 3,000 AC, 4,000
acres.
total,
.9
5209.000 080
completely
3/212
New
remodeled.
everything $154,900
417-337-3681
HOUSE for sale or
rent
3 BR, 2 BA. fenced
stainless
backyard
apphaeces, hardwood,
completely remodeied.
rent
Availabie for
September
1st.
$123,000 Of $850
monthly.
(270) 210-0863,
Want to sell your property first? OK. 'We
could consider a trade
for your petit:torte' This one could be
yours. .Just now on the
market - 3-4 bedrooms
plus study - updated
kitchen
(2008)
Immaculate - drags
now at 753 1492 at
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobe Realtors

Wanted Pontoon
style house boat
Suntracker7 In excel
lent condition local
(270) 252-0852
Benton

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OF
759-5534
Chuck Van &AIM

Ifill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun sanica
Res., Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - hie or small

753-9562 J

18 AI
Laws Service
riaiwrong

.1 f

titni tato'

(all 753-5606
May Veda
2001 Ford Explorer
Sport Trac. leather,
excellent condition, low
miesage, great gas
mileage, $10,500
270-438-5588.
97 Explorer Eddie
Baoer, fully loaded.
everything,
power
leatther, Mustang GT
engine, $6,333 book.
$4,300 obo. 417-33735131

FOR sale Ford Crown
Victoria, exceilent care,
good gas mileage.
$3,000. 270-519-4329

Calloway
WEST
County Development
Track Hoe, Dow.
Backhoe wore, Ude
systems. Top soil arid
Gravel for sale. dein,aced 270-210-3781,
270-559-2032.

Mulct aesyllier

JOE'S JOBS

Additions, Drywall, Painting, Windows,
Roofing, Decks. Sun Rooms.
Screen Porches. Concrete arid Repairs
0
Office: 270-761-679.
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

a
critpi t
Ow des eap.
Saha al kwarialies
a err rams e reat
'-oratikrVilormJ
DNJ HANDYMAN
for at your handyman

Ttve Maintenance & I bris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modem equipment
24 hour emergency Sen. ice • Licensed & Insured

FOR all you roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8158

Tree
YEAFIFIY'S
Service. Free eati
mates. Phone 4362582. 227-0267

ifel•
LAWN Mowing tall
clean-up leaf removal.
mulching, landscaping
Tina 293-7741

Gematess Odom
impOw Simko
Rade
1.1101
89
Oder4731314
an)

MINIATURE
Schnauzer mix seeks
older companion for
T.V. and quiet times.
Housebroken,
11
years. indoor kept,
Pans Landing. TN 731232-8262.
Free weaned kittens to
good home Call 4928606

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323•Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied"

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters,
junk & tree work

ALL Carpentry
'Remodeling, additions.
decks, home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
NEED a inetel roof
installed") Call Damn at
270-752-0414

• weal, & Nperikl
• locally tn.nearopeameri
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
ROOFING
16yrs.
expedenca. 1 year
labor guarantee. Tear
off, nail over, eornes
and repairs. Free estimates. 227-5286.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so et
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibitity whatsoever for their
activities.

Free
Pallet:1
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Annual Between the Rivers Homecoming announced
GOLDEN POND, K.Former residents of the area now
known as Land Between The
Lakes
(LBL)
National
Recreation Area will gather
again this Labor Day weekend
for their annual Homecoming.
The yearly reunion for those
from the Stewart County, Tenn.
portion of LBL provides a
chance for former Between the
Rivers residents to celebrate and
reminisce. It will take place
Sunday, Aug. 31. at the Bison

Range Picnic Area, on The
Trace in southern LBL.
All former residents, relatives, and friends are invited.
Those attending should bring
food, beverages, lawn chairs,
and any other picnic or recrewish.
ation
items
they
Restrooms, picnic tables, and
grills are provided. For more
information on the Stewart
County Between the Rivers
Homecoming, contact LBL at
270-924-2000.

A Between the Rivers
Homecoming is also planned for
Lyon County, KY on Sept. 20. It
is held annually at Star Camp
picnic area. All former residents, relatives, and friends are
invited.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL. to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encour-

NOMSCINIS
USED TIRES
ti

TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns, Garages
Additions, Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Licensed
PREE
FREE
Estimates and Insured Estimates

MONT II
'53 1916

iai St RI 121N
753-8087

Ask tel Mitch
270427-0906

SOUR AI)
((WILD 91
It FRie Felit
ti'si
575 00
( 111

2006 Roketta Tonga
250 CC, 838 miles
2,400 or best offer,
Lots of chrome
781-4849.
2008 Yamaha YZ450
FV yellow/black, 50th
Anniversary Edition.
excellent
condition.
Must see $4,400.
(270) 293-3403
2002 Yamaha Blaster,
mint condition, eines
brakes, ad fmf
exhaust, 230cc,
$1.350. 293-2850
e001 Haley Devidsoo
XL 1200 outer, pue
pie & Saver, lots of
chrome, too many
extras to list. $7.800 or
beet offer, runs greet.
227-2180

1-

Calhoon Construction,ut

A

X

&Ma

I

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

11111)1,

I

Mt!

ALE X ANDL R SEPTIC SERVICE
(270) 753-5933

L

Iti I

needs 293-5438

1..bM
I.%Wei el Re It t
%if fw
Allateasriine,
I xxiAlsiapswit a, •
1, At var. wanarea
so,'" tliql guaranis:4.d
75.1 1816 227-9611

-530
%rem Deem j
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I need to sell your house my listings are low due to all
the sales we have had!
Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818

KEY MINI:
WAREHOUSES

SHOP for rent
$450.00 a month. Cali
29343595.
753-2905

(270).759-1515'

Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Murray Latham A nem* air
lientaans Act Notice
All rC111 ramie aduertiord rearm
u subfeet t, dat Federal Feu
Hamming Art whit+ maim it
llesal to advertise any metermot limitation or duatmlne
hon bawd on race mint reitmon Sr, harfdiç. familial status or nabonal oit5it1. or averinon to mote etriN s11 pre*,
•
lartsitAbons re doorframetaw

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Mien
(270) 753-8266
Cell: (270) 293-418.3
9 a.m. • 4 p.m, M-F

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905,
293-1480

.
.
BRE NT ALLEN:SEPTECH

1.
.1

AKC tab puppies. yet
low or black
Vet
checked, first shots
and wormed $200
270-247-7020
AKC Scottish Terrier
Puppies,
whoeter
color bockyhbOattnet
270-236-2210,
270-236-2751.

lit yatr mad
Ladd by
F aw red Osaka

Clean-up shop, utilities
paid, washer & dryer
furnished 293-6430

I

%Sri' k

For farther awMterwe with Fier
tiouung Adverbial' requirement% meted NAA C01110(4
Rene P Milan. 7031 446-1015t

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
eriside climate control
storage
iSecunty alarmed
.Safe & clean
'We sell boxesi
•We lent U-Hauls
753-9600.

L
IMPsreasOWN

Niiii414ii

State law, turbot doorwrtMetion
Sr the sale motel or ad vertuarg
of t..l mita* band on lectors in
eddfaort to Mow protek-ted
.andet federal We

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

[
1
11111L=or Sae

Murras Ledger & Times

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, Aug. 19,2008:
This year, you are even more of
a bundle of energy, which frequently comes out in your daily
life. You have a lot to share, and
often you will dominate conversations. Use your strengths this
year to achieve key goals. Be
careful not to overwhelm others,
as often they cannot integrate all
your many ideas. You will need
to feed information, ideas and
concepts piece by piece. If you
are single, you meet people with
ease. The person you hook up
with could, at first, be on a collision course with you. If you are
attached, the two of you often
debate your different ideas.
Respect your differences. Make
it OK to disagree. ARIES
always has a new way of looking at a situation.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

age visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events, updates
on programs and policies, and
temporary trail and road closures.
Additional LBL information
is also available on our website
or by calling i-800-LBL-7077
or 270-924-2000. You can find
out more about Friends of LBL
wwwfnendsoflbl.org.

1111111:1111•11119 MOW
Listen to your inner voice if you
suddenly feel as if you are on
positively.
overload
Think
Understand what needs to happen within a bond. Tonight A
must appearance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Possibilities mark your
thoughts, and you are determined to make them so. If you
are feeling a bit intimidated or
tired, take a break. You do not
always need to be in fifth gear.
Listen to feedback from someone who plays a strong role in
your daily life. Tonight: Join
friends,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could want to
rethink a potential offer, which
could impact your finances. Just
do not commit to spending more
than you really would like. There
is nothing wrong with the word
'no.' Tonight: L.:t someone else
make the suggestions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have mole energy
than you have had in a long time.

Realize when the same old interaction repeats, as you are likely
to express your disdain now,
where previously you didn't. Do
not be surprised by the reactions
that head your direction. Tonight:
Sort through invitations.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** You could be overworked.
If you find that you are somewhat frustrated or irritated, you
ccrJel be tired or drawn beyond
your norm. Do what you must,
and do not overextend yourself
Tonight: Do for you.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your fiery creativity
turns a lot of heads, but it could
draw a combative reaction from
someone Understanding gives
you insight, but you might not
care. Avoid a hassle if possible.
Tonight: Leap into fun mode,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to check
on an investment or deal with a
matter involving property. Ask
questions; follow through on dig-

ging up more information. A boss
or a higher up could be very
pushy. Tonight: Do not take
anothers anger personally.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You have a lot to say,
but on the same hand, you might
not want to overwhelm others.
News from a distance encourages some dynamic
new
changes. You also might be suddenly overwhelmed. Tonight:
Relax with a friend
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Expenses could be a bit
much, especially as a partner is
demanding a lot. Know when
you have had enough, and say
so. Only you can make a difference in your personal financial
situation. Tonight: Your treat.
BORN TODAY
Aviation pioneer Orville Wright
(1871),
President
William
Jefferson Clinton (1946), publisher, multimillionaire Malcolm
Forbes (1919)
***

2008 Maxima, loaded,
35,000 mhos. $19,900
753-6731

ARIES(March at-April 19)
**** You could feel distinctly
different from how you have of
02 Mazda 826.
late Avoid getting in a tussle, as
automatic, headed.
you adjust to some very different
103w miles $3,500
and possibly explosive energy. If
(270)530-0281
someone suddenly seems more
assertive, admire and respect
2002 Mercury Grand
that quality rather than let it rnMarquis. excellent contate you Tonight. As you like.
dition $5,500
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
492-4810
** If you feel as if you have
1995 Mitsubishi 3000 been doing too much, pull back
GT, 112,000mi $3.800 arid relax. You easily could be
293-5572
overwhelmed by all that is happening. You also might need to
do much more for yourself,
[
lilted Noes
whether it is eating better or
exercising more Tonight: Head
94 Toyota extended home
pick-up. 4x2. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
cab
160K. 2 new tires new ***** Emphasize what you
muffler, tale pipe, want. Allow greater-quality comand
brainstorm
rebuilt 5 speed trans- munication
accepting different ideas. You
mission 53,500
can merge wants. creativity anti
436-2603
good communication. Drop the
word 'no' or "impossible' from
liL
li-& teen ] your vocabulary. Tonight: Nana
witb your fnends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PONTOON Boat to
*** Pressure builds, and you
sale 293-0392- days
expect a lot more from yourself
759-4687- evenings
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.
When you submit photos tor ow Scene in the Community. page: please
'lc lade the event, the date, place, organization or group, as well as the name of ever f-OlIc
in the photo. Only a certain number of photos will appear because of space
There is no guarantee a submission will be published
Digital photos: They may

?---4
;---1

ibrint photos: May be dropped off at the Ledger office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave., 04 mailed to PO Box 1040,
MUI ray, KY 42071.

H
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be submitted to
editor•murrayledger.com in a ipeg foimat.
:-1
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